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'*©fTT K^fll-S-RA^JB^-i-ft t ^©S)i^ C2 y

1 2 7 y7>-©S*f-^ DAT A(Ogl^^T

t

5„ 1*3E5-1'>'^©^7*—i?DATA^teiS$ix-5
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/f^2 50-l~2 5 0-NJv(i7U— -=e y 2 5 2

- 1-2 5 2-NaMG2*^— *fctHrtl/ri^5;/tK>, •>

7h^P y^XSCL (OSb-f^ • fflhSr 1 feMJ-i ^SlC

[0 0 2 3] iWJ:?^ X K7-T^2 5 0- 1 ~2 5

A^^-y 252-1 — 25 2-Nfe-rtjgc

3-»T'S&JIIJK38S[hIB&1 4 Q-^mXWi^^^^'y^-
^•aVho-5110t«*UrtKJ:D, VRA
Ml 2©$ff-!!'O^Sii5fcofct^ffl^t7'l'V
S©Jif-^^7U-A^!J 252-1—252-

i <D X 5*W&WJfP ttHE 1-<&*P^* 5 7 u-A IR] § I ##

V hn-7 1 0 0 ©KJljgcSgMelEg 1 4 Ofi, HT^Jiifi

SCRffill 4 2 SrfflV^T«J*$ix-CV>5*s, r.*UC

PS £>i\ 9 s/^Vv;* L P KW\M UTKHjR^n s/ ^ Sr

^4i-5{4tBIsl»Is]8S (pll) *rfflv^*rt*s-e*

fe38S[H]8§ 1 4 0 fi^a—t\> • 10 01:

10 0(4, *7 FMP.U10XI4VRAM.1 2 i: ID—©

[0 0 2 4] C*»5W>:ISj«pa*«(HBl*ifeOttW] ft

:x a'(«*m*JB»iais) 2 5 bb*j£fttf

ISgC^ VlUBfjiiR (Multiple Lines Selection) mWi

[0 0 2 5] «BEsp^bifefc±5r^^^^^Wtt*'-

^Ilt5i^, HftfcjfeSEWSYi^ -Yn Sri 9

aim £tizfe&nM±.(o&mm&*>fr*7 «t -=>

t, -t*LfcJSDfcffi'S-m«aftJ»Sr*fll*«SXi, X2 -

X m tPPJp-t-5wi:-e««i*^-<St*:Wilrt*t©t?*)

So 0 5 (4-t© t £©lfttin®JE&^,©—M£^-f-t>©

T\ ID0 ( a ) , ( b )' tt'-tlx^jfeismaSYi, Y 2K

ppjpi-5«ff«», IrIII] (c) fifg^m^X! ^PPJPi"

5«EESSg» IRIEI (d) tefeSSJIYi t«#fl;®Xi

[0 0 2 6] ±|S©J;5»ijfe^tS«&-l

6M5t\, *fcB 6 fc^-f J: b \^y^M\^^x\>^

io [002 7] 3VK^ h$r&#U -.7!)

Bfrfc^LTiMbt-S^Wspllc?-* v|^^F51iR (Mu

ltiple Lines Selection). &gft*&#!§^£*l/tl^3

(M£.f4\ A GENERALIZDADDERESSING TECHNIQUE FORRMS

RESPONDING MATRIX LCDS. 1988 INTERNATIONALDISPLAY

RESERCH COMFERENCE P80 —85#J$) „

[0028] 07 f±±is©*»7.V ^m^m^mws^

Sr^t-'t 5.. *M(±*2£m® SrMRft 3 #1"o|SW

#***fr5»fi-K:H:, *t0K:3*O*aE«aYi , Y
2 , Y3 SrlDBfiSiRLT, -t;}xe>©jfe£®ffiYi ,

Y2 ,.Y 3 *^*xM?ttfBI7© (a) fc5*r.fc5

[0 0 2 9] ftV»-eEl4'»C*3^T3feaE«ffiY4, Y5, Y6

SrS^ UT, ^r^b©jfeS«®Y4, Y5, Y6 fctfilx-tfEl

7© (b) ©J; 5 - Wt5 1>

©

T?. r©J;5<C^!«Hl*lSr^-CO*3!E*BY4,Y2 -Y

[0030] «6*©«jaESFWkSfe»* i 7 ajwmk:

40 «BEJ8«.*r 1 »*yHWfcfcaff&Ut i #

.^(i, m7©^-ett> il^©yi.u-<^4- r i j .

—

Vi- V^WS: ' r- l j £ L-fc J:t©17 y— J*fr<Dff$b

:j [ o^3:Vi 1?

• [f^l ]
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1

1

~ 1

(8)

1

1

1

14

= (f 4 j> ( 1 )

[0 0 3 21 09jfc.fi* 1*TB (Yi ) £8 2*T * [0033]

@ (Y2 ) ©EStttt* * 1*21

fijXf.j.-- 1 + (- 1 ) + (- 1 ) + 1 = 0 -(2)
io*^1- J: 5 ltTa'!Rife»fc»bT{t#«« «t)

5 2o©f|j£ 5 ^b^b lo© u^/v-^tatiir^

S^^-^S: roj iufct^, {f^-mMiJ^'-^^^

4

E
i = 1

[0 0 3 4] il&!E£*u£„ ESEttl-ol^-Ctt, $C#&

h*IHWSiH-r5 i: #t£tt©*fcfc*x5&l£ft/hRB©fT

-a-, ±l5=fr?iJ5S; (1) ©yiHRteffilS-*-* l 7U-Art©

ifc*. *fc'h = 2 n ©it 12, 'UltR^A tri> m
ffispaSHtfe"?© l SW^fW ( i h) lv\ «

[0035] ft%mns.m>A-t. w«/h* (h +

l ) ©SIScftjfctBBE u^/v©^*^ l w</v£S7F

c = i < f i.eSii)
i = i

[0 0 3 7] <1U (1) ST? fii# rij r

5£ (3) -t?'r± roj tLT®5o
[0 0 3 8] irf, CfitttOi^h^T'WlitSrtSo

®E¥$fc(t1fc©*&f** h=i-efc-s©T% cmno
bl-Cfe5„ !3 7©WT?f±, ?y^— >- (1. 1, 1) *so

-V (Sij, S 2 j, -, Shj) £±!Efi«©?iJ^*-

[00 3 6]

[^3]

- (3)

©#fi-fc#*.3i:, '^-J'.RtfX K

74 s<mJ>&tiU±< Si ©«fc 5tc/,e3,

[0 0 3 9]

[*U.

c = o (l.i.i) 1 - V 3

C = 1 (0,1,1) (1,0,1) (1,1.0) 3 • -v,

C = 2 (1,0.0) (0,1,0) (0.0,1) 3 v z

C = 3 (0.0,0) 1 v a

[0040] & i iakteSM-s^—

tt. 17 (c) fc**«»m«BEE*7Bi:**. I34 1C

*i»t*«-§-««Xi t*3S«KYi,Y2,Y3 £©£^11
Si©*^fi. JRfcl (d-V) ,1.0 (*-7) T*. rtb

(Vx ) , 1, 0 (-Vi ) T-fc^o ftoT,'5p—ft*

ttOT'tes^fes fs-§-iiffiXi ©*2zj©a trt©m^s

(d) fi, 7£3£«ffiYi t«-g-m^Xi £#SfSS-t-5H

[004 1] ±IE©«t 5 W**ft*©*a!Eftti*:R

^{djl^LTIEtb-rs^felis 121 5 tc^i-^jfe© 1 7^
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IV, f=-T-f-J:bl/2 4 0tll X K7^^©ft

[0 0 4 2] *UUB(Af4, iffi©**^ ^IsH^iliRiE

«j*fe(COV-Ct#M¥4- 1 4 3 4 8 2#*rEt-C«fc

©j^mtt«rrai*tew*u- a*o-*©»«u»ni]«r 1 7 v
-A© 'fi-C :«^lHHc:#ttT*EE SrPpAp-*-* lESbiaSg $rf£

(Siftthit ©»») a*;*-* ©-ci±4 < »

[004.3] 111 8 ^^i-<t 5 t-^jl

*» J: 5fc» *y«lBJ:9W5< -.

©Itfc©'^* *—v£— ffi LT tti7J 1"5© "C

fift<> ^MRu-cm^-fSfcO-e*>5,
t >T te&jliR»JM ©51iR/->Vv;* St tiUf«#litttt-

•9, 1 7 u-ACttSSAiifx.5 ; t is"C^ 5„ *
fc*MTI4 4 owjl^^—v£ 1 ofo 4 |e]fc:#tt fc

[0 0 4 4] ^r-e, iMR^^flawuHtt**©!!*

f5. fcfc, ±a bfc-J: 5 W*Sitt*S9

—/v 3 y|>D-7 1 0 otictSIP^nSJ; 5

oT^5©T*. WT©S&f3"C?tiv K^-f^pin^wSff.

pf 5 "C ft »taitfft "b ft v^ i &Sff £ titc v \

[0 0 4 5]' C££ttttJBftlBlB (Y K7^^) -©tt .

bid r.c-e> ^TfctM^a k?^'<©**t^>ibii$

«cfi« EI5tt©«fcfc£JM£Ji**i"*fc»fc» */h©#*

^cfiP^2* (h = 2) t-TSo Sot, IH9fr^-rj;5

fc, 2l =2 0«C^»t**«Sjft»0y9^*— ^*s*
4fc2ocD#ftS«^^^.y^->Srii^Ufc2

(9)

v..
16

27-f-^K (2£ft;£3E) fcJ:5«riES*i/5. *Sm-
@©*&&«r 1 2 0*ii"Si:, |HB#3l^$tu5 2^:©^

v V K T tt, ftID 2 HMKS© /-^u;* * - vri5TOP

$;h/C;er>?>&©^&3 2il©/^x^^-y^fpj|]^
ix5*-C^tt (6 0- 1) it = 5 9At©#IW1
#fc3. 17U-A|il20AtT'^7t5. <aU A

U41WUHK (i*¥SIM) -cfc£o

[004 6] Y K7-f^2 2 OSi, 111 1 0 iC^-fJ: 5

-f-;vK6©^^-y?:W5 3- K3S$»2 2 1

Y n ©TOo«ffifi> a.*u»Mfc*Jv>-c»4Vi xtt-vi

5©X% mjE-lr^^2 2 2 fc*fi-3»&WJ#PflM*tt#

*^«®Yi ~Y n ft2 t's/ has&H-CfcSo -©fc

fe, ^raB*aR©^»©3— k»^«2 2

1

tt, ;vKf+^*!7V^ (H**i") fcJBlAU'JB

2->7M^i5x^2 2 3, 2 2 4 5:7 W-AHfe^^
20 yd -e^ffl-fk ufcm, fn^-A' K©»*WI^#-

^

2 tTj/ h©mJE5S^=>- KD 0 ,
Di SrSM^J

W&M<DW,\*sy Y \s*s7-f 2 2 3fttff 2V7 h Uv5

7,^2 2 4tce^i"5. S1V7F U-^^ 2 2 3W
^2V7h u^^.^ 2 2 4ii-an^^mM^m^
Ztm Ufc 1 2 0 t* y h ->7 h Ui^^. ^ t?fc <9 , ^ 1 ">7

h l/-7^,? 2 2 3 lift^y h©Sffi^^3— KD
0, Sr. I2V7 h 2 2 4fi±-fe^S' h©ttffi31

iRa-KDi Sr^r^tulRl— fflv-7 n -y^CKKJ;
•3^1-5. i/7 h^.o.y^CK(±7.5!f-^LP*

30 l/2#Jlbfcb©TN a-K»4»2 2 1©^-C 5^

2 2 1 1*7 y^-^w^©2 ^ o 5»^@i^f 17^-/v
WTft-ciraii. -Vte*ttSi-<& a- K

Sr^*i"5o ->7 hu>'7;^(lv'7 H ^ n s/^ c Klztt

UX¥-—©2 4 0 fc'-y h©->7 K l^v?^ ^ ©Ttt

ft<> i/7b^D^7CKC»LTtWl 2 Of s/ h

©•/7M/vJ^^2 2 3, 2 2 4^1S:itfcHT^?)©

40 [0047]flV7M'^^2 2 3Mf2-y7h
l/-77^2 2 4©£t> b©«ffi*lR3— KD,o, D

1 tt. " h # n y ^ C K.©^4*fS«l>-P^-t' V h

v-7 h$Jx,'aW«fHIA t Wffi*lt»SH5. n©V
7 h l/v5^.^©a7^(±l<'^Vv'7^ 2 2 6—#t^$tt,

.%ASM'ftiflT* F.;R i' jft^jAAiLTCf3-^
2 2? 7 a|*?IWpflt*iS*/ig$*v5:« wOSil

so ^J^lfS-§-T-«JE-fe w*-^c 2 2 2 iSWBBW^i^S r t
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[0 0 4 8] *«Tf±, HI 0 (b) Ki*i-J:5fc, *
Wt<DY K7-f^l-n**^>!r- MK!R"C# 5 J: 5

-K*£»2 2 10«IBS:«iaYK7^^1 t^S^P$
<DY K^^2-n iT-irl^ hST-MS £&oT^x.

f4, Wa<0 7i^-i»iH»^^YDJcj:5«j»!<t:«, tu

^*V\, »a£tl*<OYK5>f^2-nft Dua^^-Y
y-«# (FS) £FS I A^iH^i^A^U-CSJftT"
ttffiSW^— K4rffi3*<^2ocou^X^ 2 2 3, 2 2 4

**y-«-s- (fs) &mj3£initk%7fis

b tt* 2 7 -{ KoHtt»*tt*4POt, *l»a^
Y K7^^ri(0drt y—fS* (FS) S:»YK7^
/^iofs i ffi^at/x h*9-(;«DF sttib^mmi^
% 2 y ^ —/v KomJEfflK^— KSrmrao 2 oct»:7 f>U^ 2 2 3, 2 2 4fcSftLT3g4i-5o BU

SrHTU ^7^/vK (»17^-;vK) <Dfbi¥\z

D,. ? L P Srtt 5 w t «s-et 5o

[0 0 4 9] [<f#m&IHK)IIIB (X K9>f'<) (OR

0§] 1S*^X K5>f'*2 5 0-1-2 5 0-Nf4*lC|*l

A^iCE I Sr^UT*^-5r— KgEasnTt^5o ^"fti

CDX K5>f 2 5 0 t>, ^ORAMrtM K5>f

ft* 5, MPU 1 OCIIStS^rA/^ l

7^— 1 7 Sr^bT^n-—;V • nyha-
9 1 0 Ofc*#oT^5;£tt-Cfc<5o K9-f ><2 5

0(4, Ell l (c'^-f-J; T^tV:/* p-o&S^

/V[p]gg2 51i, ^M^v^—A' • hn-7 100

5 l/lfm&2 5 3 ^-://Wf-S§-E£>SS

^^W^v^-z^ • ="Vhn-7 1 0 0*>btei£3

*x6 —^DATA^O T^tsy^' * A^? ffilftUHK
2 54i,-**f-#DATA (lfyK 4tf5yhX

KJW&Bt 5 ii* 1 £^5 ^(Dm^'f- 9 D A TA £
teiW-TSA*^** 2 5 5 A^Uv*** 2 5 5i»

feco 1 jfe2t7-< ^^)*/Tf D A T A ?r 7 '7 ^^Vv

(10)

J*

^XSC L£A±©»ii^IBSr*MtT7 f—
(SRAM) 2 5 2<D* ^JJ h ]) ? *Km%&tfW&

frls*Jx# 2 5 6 k, *S**-h«H§'YDfcJ:OtDJB
it £ jhjF&WMWttW R XttK^ttt LfWWI-&R D <D

Ep*P^*fc7U—A^^e y 2 5 2^tr (!7— Klft) SrJW

*i«t5ff7K^l<^^ 2 5 7 7 Ap«^e

y 2 5 2 x v<om^—^ t^mm<om^^—^t<D

io /«;W*#J ?) tU L,@8& 2 5 8 h s itf§rs<A>*m 9 UJ

2 5" 8 e><Dm&mm% ^^(om^nwMum^
W^W/^ 2 5 9 £ . W^v^

^ 2 5 9^fcHJ^^Ix5Sf^S^SW^/^mJE31iR^
- KfS-^-icJ: J9mffiV2 , M (#J*.tf0) -V 2

iru^^ 2 6 OtSrtttt^o
[0 0 5 0] K9^v^y^ffico^y—-fe—^Srfi

1*
5^s/^>f hP-;«2 5 1 i-tftfcH

20 h /MH&2 5 1 tt,
sf'y*?4*—7fl'\CfZ

—*DAT ASr K5-f ^rtfcSlOiitf «t 5 fcrtSB-f

y/Wf#«r«4-U ^>f^«2 5 3 J:7-^
fM$j[I]B&2 5 A<0^/^±^ym^^. Z-tOfflWlL

^/ L P CDA^? £ 9 ^ ^^ VFp-
/MH8S2 5 1 OrtSPtt. *^-Jr- K$ixfc^OK9-f^

30 t?; ifo K9>T^y^*s-<*—^W^*5d^!7—ir

taot^^^o ip*>, Bio«m »xk
7^/^2 5 O-lOf^^^-^VAACE I 14. S

/Hf#Ef4T^7"-r^^^*i9 x ^7h^D^XS
CL, S^x—^DATASrrtafcBt5i&tfo
^—^;va> Kn--^[n]S§2 5 1 (4. A^^v^^^ 2 5

40 ^vad^CEOSrie^^^biS^^Hc-rSo wtitcj:

oT*^.^— K»)K$tt^t»ax K9-f^2 5 0- 2(0

^^-^AACE I Jite^/^i 4 5 , BPffi»c*a K

^coi()^(4fij^cD^aK^^/^0»^ill)i:-T?fe5o «
Tia«fc3ia;aEii»co'x K7^/^2 5 0-3-250-
Nco^ y ^-Y^-^A^f C E I ttJWftffi u^</v t ta

V. ffiJ£<DAJj^i?x? 2 5 SCStSS^f-?*5*

»ELTt>, SE^-^^DScOia^MifPSr-rSX K9>f^
50 #WFHBfcKBfcixSo-e, S^f-?'(OS9ii*i
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[0 0 5 1] 5^^Ete2 5 3©#|fife©l¥*Htt, -

&(5^B&LT^-r0 1 2<Oj; iEWh^ny^X
S C LSr>f ^WS#E©*S«Ft J: 5 ft£B—* Ui&ir

fcftOWraa^— h 2 5 3 at, ^/MS-s-e^js

9 NAND^- h 2 5 3 b LTrtft^S 5 3i

A/#9 y?v*/w<jL PftlW&*IM«(t*WR(OS5g b

^-.^c0 2^c7)Sp^^v^S:^-r^f^^y- h 2

5 3,ct, r.<Oflfi|3aa^— F 2 5 3.C cOtti^/W^tOS: io

u-* (yy ^^-^jwm-i-^iHis&) 2 5 3-i

P C toSSS bfcKte'W*Xt*9 y ?v*/w* L P <£>^te

#JWfS-i-WRS:4fej*^5®2<0!7^Vs y b • -*vV^v*

4 7^-9 (»3i*#J«Mt#*4iaBS) 2 5 3-2
r*Lfc*^^-KS8»*^ ^y^^r-^MW-fi-g-PC
<o«j£ L*iKte-/Nv^^aw»ii*ffii»{stwR cosjs u 20

f^tH tSJfflffR D 3 o 7 yv a ^ h

(tt^.U}Lffi1iPflr^HB^lBlK) 2 5

3-3 i:, V7^n>^XSCL^y^-^253

XSCLOA*Srftfflt5^7 K^u s/^«|ffiigK2 5

3-4i, j/^ttmiiIBS2 5 3 -43&*feO^

7 ct's/^tttijff-g-WEfc J: 9fH2<DX?Zs*sa y b •

.
..-e/V^W^l^.— ^ 2,5.3 - 2**fo©»ii*#JWfS-S-W

R SrSii iS»fi-^*^^lhffiffeS©^- h 2 5 3 - 30

[0 0 5 2] II ©7^3 3/ h •

2 5.3-1 fi, + 2 5 3 c ©ffl*04%T#
0 £.9 KNi Srili/^CtyhtSNANDy
-h2 5 3 e, 2 5-3fA^riS57y^-7Pyy

/ — KNi isau^v^ttiSW'^KO^y^^—

ySM^P C ^Mt^NAND^- h 2 5 3 gfttf

-fy^-^2 5 3hi, 7 I/—A^^e y 2 5 2 ftcOlHSg

^-^JWl^PCSr@ffii~^a®li]£S2 5 3 ih^ 40

W7P
y —i^JWg*P C bTNAND^-h

2 5 3 f(^yt^ fA^-*P*-5-f >v<— * 2 5 3 j t

^2 5 3-1 tr&^Tte, NAND^- h 2 5 3 e <D±

MC±y b£i%, i^^"CAND^- h 2.5 3 c ©ffl^ftS;

m u^m^j:ofcttyyft- wb* p c

±&9s L*»5.«ii3e^lB2 5--3 LH** Si^iiWpM^
,

ffig-TS^ NAND^- h ^5; 3>f CO »^ s//> A^J *V

3t^T*s 9/ /— KNi-l*©l<-<^i:^^T% 7})^ so.

#p casavFas.So h 2 5 3

*5 9^c55^5<o-e, 1 9 y^/v^(oja»Brt-e^y

f t-^SMf* P C 0/^;V7 2 0^4t5c
-

[0 0 5 3] |2Ml3(D!7yy3;; h • tA^/M
^l/-^ 2 5 3-2, 2 5 3-3t|l£Dyy^3^f
• v/vf/^^^^ 2 5 3-lt KtflH^fcEIB&fliJ*

Sr^LT^£cOT\ HH*J*©tt#fcttiai 2"CB:IrI—

^^l/-^2 5 3-2|j:, ^y^"ir-^fHWflf*PCC0

iSJ£R*5«#, 7^^LP(DKC<|^St/NAN
D#— h2 5 3 eO/-KN2 Sr 3A^ t i"5 NAND
y-F 2 5 3 g' i7l/-A^^eU 2 5 2 ft

ft-g-WRSriiiet'5ilieiai52 5 3 kSr*bT^5 0 N
ANDy- h 2 5 3 eO;-FN2 #9 '7f^LP

^-^«W#PX(DiiJ6R^#O*|0(Oft*>±3»
9) fc«t5N.ANDy-h2 5 3.g

/ (Dtii^^*^T^
»ai^»J^f-^WR^S:^±^ 19,

J6EIK2 5 3.k-eftS5iU6«fHB3JSfcilli"5i:, NAN
D^f— b 2 5 3 f (Dy-fcs/ hA**sftt>T36S9s /—

K

N2 ttfiU"<^ijS:5<OT?, »a*#JW«-&WR*sa[*>
'

T«s« 0 rcoflL 2^gco:/y^-v?{f#PC(DSiS
RC«#3Ssat*>-b*S5*, /-KN 2 fi*«9y^/v

l^l/^-C, NANDy->2 5 3.g' <Offl^.ttiS l^^<

»3i*WJWff#WR<O/^V^tt**0O^y^^— v^WJW

fg-g-ofi:*>T*s 5 «t 9 l /^v^ m^) * co^-cfo

5 Q 1307^3 y h • 'e/l'^^^* 2 5 3-

3(4, ^y^-r-^JWf-g-p.ccogffisteW^ »a
^$lJffl]{f-§-WR<oajffiSte{B#. NAND^- h 2 5 3

eCD7-KN3 S:3AAtt5NANDy-h253
g

7 7 A/^y 2 5 2ftcO0&&T*cO^ffilft#{f

*ilii«PIB 5r JUtt tt^ 9 a*^tt*m ClW«i«#R D

Srjaiti"5JSi6lHlK2 5 3mSr^bTV^ 0 NAND^
-F 2 5 3 e(D/-KN3 14, ^y.^^r-^M««*P
CcOft^<0.3tibT^!9 (^y^^-^fflWf-^P-ctoii

•J»fl*WR©il3eRtefB-&©fi:*>T*s
. 9- (S5i^*J^ *

..«-g-WR<Dar-t>±*S9) tffli/K;v|:ty h$JxT^S\
<OT% 2*S<0^y.^^-^#JW«*PC<0*W^S:*>;
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* * NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The matrix mold display object with which the display pixel was arranged in the. shape of a

matrix, and 1st storage means in which write-in read-out is possible at any time to memorize an

indicative data, 2nd storage means in which write-in read-out is possible at any time to memorize the

indicative data corresponding to this a part of display pixel [ at least ], In the matrix mold display which

has the signal-electrode driving means which reads an indicative data from the 2nd storage means, and

impresses driver voltage to the signal electrode of said matrix display object An intermittent-control-

action mold RF oscillation means to oscillate by modification of the indicative data memorized by said

1st storage means, The matrix mold display characterized by having an indicative-data transfer means

to read the indicative data which starts said modification from said 1st storage means using the RF

clock from this intermittent-control-action mold RF oscillation means, and to transmit this and said RF

clock to said 2nd storage means side.

[Claim 2] The matrix mold display control characterized by to have an intermittent-control-action mold

RF oscillation means to oscillate by modification of the indicative data memorized by the 1st storage

means, and an indicative-data transfer means read the indicative data which starts said modification

from said 1st storage means using the RF clock from this intermittent-control-action mold RF

oscillation means, and transmit this and said RF clock to a 2nd storage means side.

[Claim 3] A low frequency oscillation means to always oscillate a low frequency clock, and a timing

signal generating means to generate a necessary timing signal based on the low frequency clock from

this low frequency oscillation means, A renewal detection means of an indicative data to generate an
,

intermittent-control-action control signal by modification of the indicative data memorized by the 1st

storage means, An intermittent-control-action mold RF oscillation means to oscillate with this

intermittent-control-action control signal, The matrix mold display control characterized by having an

indicative-data transfer means to read the indicative data which starts said modification from said 1st

storage means using the RF clock from this intermittent-control-action mold RF oscillation means, and

to transmit this and said RF clock to a 2nd storage means side.

[Claim 4] It has 2nd storage means in which write-in read-out is possible at any time to memorize the

indicative data corresponding to a part of display pixel [ at least ] of a matrix mold display object. In the

matrix mold display driving gear which reads an indicative data from the 2nd storage means, and

impresses driver voltage to the signal electrode of said matrix display object A timing generating means

to generate the write-in control signal and read-out control signal which shifted timing in one scan

period based on the periodic signal received for every scan period, The matrix mold display driving gear

characterized by having a write-in read-out means to perform write-in actuation with the account of

back to front write-in control signal which performed read-out actuation with the read-out control

signal over the same line address of said 2nd storage means.

[Claim 5] The matrix mold display driving gear characterized by having a clock detection means to

detect a halt of the high-frequency clock used for a transfer of said indicative data of operation in a

matrix mold display driving gear according to claim 4, and having the write-inhibit control means which

prevents generating of said write-in control signal by this detecting signal.
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[Claim 6] It is the matrix mold display driving gear characterized by having a temporary storage means

to store at least the indicative data which carries out Iriki of said write-in read-out means in a matrix

mold display driving gear according to claim 5 by 1 scan line, using said high-frequency clock one by one,

and the BAFFATSU means which carries out.write-in supply of the storing indicative data of this

temporary storage means at said 2nd storage means with the long signal of one or more periods of said

high frequency clock.

[Claim 7] It is the matrix mold display driving gear characterized by having a signal-level condition

allotment means to deduce the signal level which should be impressed to sajd signal electrode from the

indicative data which read the write-in read-out means from said 2nd storage means in the matrix mold

display driving gear given in any 1 term of claim 4 ******** 6
?
and the electrical-potential-difference

condition of the scan electrode of said matrix display object.

[Claim 8] In a matrix mold display driving gear according to claim 7 said signal-level allotment means The

means which reads two or more indicative datas for a scan line by time sharing from said 2nd storage

means, A temporary storage means to wait the read indicative data mutually, and a scan condition

assignment means to specify the electrical-potential-difference condition of the scan electrode of said

matrix display object, The matrix mold display driving gear characterized by having a voltage selection

means to choose driver voltage from two or more indicative datas for a scan line and the selection

electrical-potential-difference condition of a scan electrode which- were read.

[Claim 9] In a matrix mold.display.driving gear according to. claim .7.said,2nd storage.means It has the

memory array which stores two or more indicative datas for a scan line of .said matrix display object to 1

line address. Said signal-level condition allotment means The means which reads said two or more

indicative datas for a scan line at once, and a scan. condition assignment means to specify the

electrical-potential-difference condition of the scan electrode of said matrix display object, The matrix

mold display driving gear characterized by having a voltage selection means to choose driver voltage

from two or more indicative datas for a scan line and the selection electrical-potential-difference

condition of a scan electrode which were read.

[Claim 10] The matrix mold display driving gear characterized by having the means which chooses two

or more scan electrodes as coincidence, and carries put the round scan of multiple times into the period

of a frame start signal in the matrix mold display driving gear which chooses and drives the scan

electrode of a matrix mold display object.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES*
JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention mainly relates to amelioration of a matrix mold display device

module controller and a signal-electrode driver circuit in more detail about matrix mold indicating

equipments, such as a suitable liquid crystal display to adopt two or more line coincidence selection
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drive method.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In the simple matrix liquid crystal display as an example of a former and

flat display As a method which transmits an indicative data to LCD modules (a liquid crystal display .

panel (LCD panel), a scan electrode drive circuit (Y driver), signal-electrode drive circuit (X driver), etc.)

from the MPU (microprocessor unit) side It can divide roughly into the method using a matrix mold liquid

crystal display component module controller (henceforth a module controller), and the method using a

RAM (read-only memory) built-in X driver. First, the former method reads an indicative data from the

Video RAM (VRAM) the module controller connected with a system bus like the indicating equipment

which used CRT has remembered the indicative data to be, transmits this with the clock of high

frequency to a LCD module, and display refresh actuation is performed. The latter method has the frame

memory (built-in RAM) of two port types in X driver, and through a data bus, a control bus, or an

address bus, liquid crystal display timing accesses a direct frame memory independently, and MPU
changes the indicative data in a frame memory, generates a control signal necessary within X driver,

reads the indicative data for 1 scan line from a built-in frame memory to coincidence, and performs

display refresh actuation.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In the former method, since read-out from VRAM and a

transfer are performed according to the liquid crystal display timing whenever it changes the display

screen, it is necessary to always operate VRAM, a module controller, and a liquid crystal driver by the

highHrequency clock. Moreover, the circuit related to display refresh actuation covers VRAM, a module

controller, and a liquid crystal driver. According to actuation of the large-scale circuit in this high-

frequency clock, a penetration current etc. arises in CMOS of a large number which constitute a circuit

element, and it leads to increase of power consumption, and if a large-sized LCD panel is used, it will

increase so much. Moreover, although there are access of MPU and module Comte Lara's access to

VRAM, while a high-speed clock must be used so that access of MPU at the time of display refresh

actuation may not collide with access of MPU, and low frequency actuation-ization of a module

controller has constraint, constraint is attached also to a MPU throughput. In the latter method, since a

transfer of an indicative data is performed regardless of liquid crystal display timing, actuation with a low

frequency clock is possible, and it ends with power consumption low figures double [ 1-] compared with

the former method. By the way, although it is necessary to increase the number of X driver when using

a large-sized liquid crystal panel By the internal memory (RAM) of X driver having the independent

address space in itself, and generally describing the number of output terminals of X driver two, since it

is multiples of 10, such as for example, 160 pins instead of **** (2n) When the internal memory of two

or more X drivers is seen from the MPU side, a discrete opening arises in the address of the whole

internal memory, and the continuity of the address is not secured in many cases. For this reason, when

changing the whole display screen, such as scrolling actuation and panning actuation, into coincidence, it

will be obliged to the need of processing address-mapping attachment by the MPU side at high speed,

and MPU will be forced a big processing burden. Of course, although it can design so that the number of

output pins of X driver IC may be described two and it may be made ****, adjustment with the number

of electrodes of the existing liquid crystal panel collapses, and the compatibility of a system is spoiled

remarkably. Moreover, if many X drivers are used, numbers, such as a chip select line, must increase

inevitably, must secure that much the tooth space of X driver of a large number allotted around a liquid

crystal panel, will cause the fall of the screen product ratio of a panel, and will become the failure of a

miniaturization of a LCD module. Therefore, the latter method is unsuitable for applying to a large-scale

liquid crystal panel.

[0004] Then, though it is a low power when this invention improves the transmittal mode of an indicative

data in view of each above-mentioned trouble, it is in offering the matrix mold display control, matrix

mold display driving gear, and matrix mold display suitable for a mass display.
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[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem, the means

which this invention provided has the description in the method which combined the. indicating

equipment of the conventional module controller mold, and the conventional frame memory built-in

signal-electrode driver for it to have been made to carry out the intermittent control action of the

source of an oscillation of the high frequency clock of a module controller on the occasion of a transfer

of an indicative data. Namely, the matrix mold display object with which, as for this invention, the display

pixel was arranged in the shape of a matrix, 1st storage means in which write-in read-out is possible at

any time to memorize an indicative data, 2nd storage means in which write-jn read-out is possible at

any time to memorize the indicative data corresponding to a part of display pixel [ at least ], In the ,

matrix mold display which has the signal-electrode driving means which reads an indicative data from

the 2nd storage means; and impresses driver voltage to the signal electrode of a matrix display object

An intermittent-control-action mold RF oscillation means to oscillate a matrix mold display control by

modification of the indicative data memorized by the 1st storage means, The indicative data which

starts said modification from the 1st storage means using the high frequency clock frorp an

intermittent-control-action mold high frequency oscillation means is read, and it has the description at

the point constituted from this and an indicative-data transfer means to transmit a high frequency clock

to said 2nd storage means side. The concrete configuration of this matrix mold display control A low

frequency oscillation means to always oscillate a low frequency clock, and a,timing signal generating

means to generate a necessary timing signal based on the low frequency clock from a low frequency

oscillation means, A renewal detection means of an indicative data to generate an intermittent-control-

action control signal by modification of the indicative data memorized by the 1st storage means, An

intermittent-control-action mold RF oscillation means to oscillate; with an intermittent-control-action

control signal, The indicative data which starts modification from the 1st storage means using the high

frequency clock from an intermittent-control-action mold high frequency oscillation means is read, and

it has this and an indicative-data transfer means to transmit a high frequency clock to a 2nd stprage

means side. .-..»*
[0006] In the indicating equipment which has such a matrix mold display control, it has 2nd storage

means in which write-in read-out is possible at any time to memorize the indicative data corresponding

to a part of display pixel [ at least ]. As a .matrix mold display driving gear which reads -an indicative data

from the 2nd storage means, and impresses driver voltage to the signal electrode of a matrix display

object A timing generating means to generate the write-in control signal and read-out control,signal

which shifted timing in one scan period^ based on the periodic signal received for every scan period, It

has a write-in read-out means to perform write-in actuation with the trailer lump control signal which

performed read-out actuation with the read-out control signal over the same line address of the 2nd

storage means.

[0007] And in such a matrix mold display driving gear, it is desirable to have a clock detection means to

detect a halt of the highHrequency clock used for a transfer of an indicative data of operation, and to

have the write-inhibit control means which prevents generating of a write-in control signal by this

detecting signal.

[0008] Moreover, as for the write-in read-out means of a matrix mold display driving gear, it is desirable

to have a temporary storage means to store at least the indicative data which carries out Iriki by 1 scan

line, using a high-frequency clock one by one, and the BAFFATSU means which carries out write-in

supply of the storing indicative data of a temporary storage means at the 2nd storage means with the

long signal of one or more periods of a high frequency clock.

[0009] In the matrix mold display driving gear which adopts two or more line coincidence selection drive

method, it is necessary for a write-in read-out means to have a signal-level condition allotment means

to deduce the signal level which should be impressed to a signal electrode from the indicative data and

the electrical-potential-difference condition of the scan electrode of a matrix display object which were
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read from the 2nd storage means. As an example of the configuration of a concrete signal-level

allotment means The means which reads two or more indicative datas for a scan line by time sharing

from the 2nd storage means, A temporary storage means to wait the read indicative data mutually, and a

scan condition assignment means to specify the electrical-potential-difference condition of the scan

electrode of a matrix display object, It has a number judging means of inequalities to judge the number

of inequalities of the two or more indicative datas for a scan line and the selection electrical-potential-

difference condition of a scan electrode which were read, and a voltage selection means to choose the

signal level according to the number of inequalities. Moreover, it sets to another matrix mold display

driving gear which adopts two or more coincidence selection drive method. A means by which have the

memory array in which the 2nd storage means stores two or more indicative datas for a scan line of a

matrix display object to 1 line address, and a signal-level condition allotment means reads two or more

indicative datas for a scan line at once, The configuration which has a scan condition assignment means

to specify the electrical-potential-difference condition of the scan electrode of a matrix display object,

and a voltage selection means to choose driver voltage from two or more indicative datas for a scan line

and the selection electrical-potential-difference condition of a scan electrode which were read is

employable.

[0010] Moreover, as a configuration suitable for equal distributed two or more Rhine coincidence

selection drive in the scan electrode side driving gear which adopts two or more line coincidence

selection drive method, this invention is characterized by having the means which chooses two or more

scan electrodes as coincidence, and carries out the round scan of multiple times into the period of a

frame start signal.

[0011]

[Function] According to. such a matrix mold display control, since a hijgh frequency clock operates and

an indicative data is transmitted to the 2nd storage means only when there is modification of an

indicative data in the 1st storage means, low-power-ization can be attained by the intermittent control

action of a highHrequency clock. Moreover, since it is what the matrix display control unit MPU stands

on agency rather than performs transfer processing to the 2nd storage means performs, while being able

to reduce the processing burden of the host MPU by the side of the 1st storage means Furthermore, by

carrying out cascade connection of the driving gear of a signal electrode, without being conscious of the

room by the side of a driver, it comes to be able to perform a transfer of an indicative data to

compensate for the configuration of a matrix mold display object, and easy-ization of matching of the

address can also be attained. And since the indicative data for every scan line is stored in the 2nd

storage means at once, improvement in the speed of screen modification can be attained. Furthermore,

a mass indicating equipment can also control the number of connection of a matrix mold display control

and a driving gear (for example, number of a chip select line) by the cascade connection of the driving

gear of a signal electrode, and an indicating equipment with the big rate of display screen surface ratio

can be realized.

[0012] moreover, the timing which divided one scan period without using a high-speed clock in a signal-

electrode driver — the 2nd storage means — allowances — with, it is made to have accessed

[0013] For this reason, since the access timing to the 2nd storage means is eased as compared with the

former, the write-in force can be raised and-izing of the size of the configuration transistor of the 2nd

storage means can be carried out [ **** ]. It contributes also to the miniaturization of the chip, size of a

driver.

[0014]

[Example] Next, the example of this invention is explained based on an accompanying drawing.

[0015] [Explanation of a whole configuration] Drawing 1 is the block diagram showing the whole simple

matrix liquid crystal indicating-equipment configuration concerning the example of this invention. With

the host MPU 10 by whom this simple matrix liquid crystal display was programmed The system memory

11 used as the working memory of this MPU10, and Video RAM 12 which stores an indicative data in the
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same address space as a system memory 11 (VRAM), The auxiliary storage unit 13 which memorizes an

image, -data f speech information, etc., and the module controller 100 connected with system bus 1
:
4a and

dedicated-bus 14b, It has the LCD module 200 by which a display control is carried out by this module

controller 100, the touch sensor 15 for an input, and the touch sensor controller 16. In addition,

peripheral devices, such as a communication controller and other displays, are connectable with system

bus 14a like the conventional computer system if needed. The LCD module 200 has the simple matrix

liquid crystal display panel (LCD panel) 210, two or more scan electrodes Y1 of the LCD panel 210 and

the scan electrode drive circuit (Y driver IC) 220 which chooses Y2 — the frame memory (RAM) built-

in signal-electrode drive circuit (X driver IC) 250-1 of N individual which supplies an indicative data to

two or more signal electrodes of the LCD panel 210 - 250-N.

[0016] [Explanation of a module controller] the module controller 100 It has vibrator 110a about 32kHz -

512KHz, and is the low frequency clock fL. The always oscillated low frequency oscillator circuit 110,

The low frequency clock fL The timing signal generating circuit 120 which generates the Rhine latch

signal LP (latch pulse) for serial/parallel conversion of required scan start signal (frame start pulse) YD

and a transfer indicative data,, the liquid crystal alternating current-ized signa) FR, etc. on a radical at

the LCD module 200, When intermittent-control-action directions information is directly received from a

host MPU 10, or when it supervises the communication link with a host MPU 10, and system bus 14a

and there is renewal of the indicative data in VRAM12 The standby circuit 130 which creates the

intermittent-control-action initiation. control signal ST (bar) (renewal. detectorpf an indicative data), It

sets at the impression period of the intermittent-control-action initiation: control signal ST (bar), and is

the low frequency clock fL. High-frequency clock fH which carries out phase simulation The RF

oscillator circuit 140 to create, It sets at the impression period of the intermittent-control-action

initiation control signal ST (bar), and is the high frequency clock fH. Use and an indicative
;
data is read

from VRAM 12 by the Direct-Memory-Access method through dedicated-bus 14b. The indicative data is

changed into the number of bits, of a data bus 17, or a format. It has the Qirect-Memory-Access (DMA)

circuit 1 50 which transmits an indicative data to the frame memory 252-1 of the X driver 250-1 - 250-

N - 252-N through the data bus 17.

[0017] The timing signal generating circuit 120 is the low frequency clock fL, as shown in drawing 2 .

The counting-down circuit 121 which generates the latch pulse (Rhine latch signal) LP of/two shots

within 1 level period on a radical, The perpendicular counter 122 which generates the line address signal

RA and the frame start pulse YD for carrying out counting, of the latch pulse LP, and specifying the

sequence (line address) of a scan electrode, It has the frame counter 123 which generates the liquid

crystal alternating current-ized signal .FR based on the frame start pulse YD and the predetermined

counted value of the perpendicular counter 122. The standby circuit 130 The system bus interface

circuitry 131, The Rhine flag register 132 a transfer directions flag stands by MPU 10 when MPU10 adds

modification of an indicative data to the applicable field of the frame, memory of X driver among

VRAMs12, It has the comparator circuit 133 which judges coincidence/inequality of the address of a

scan electrode and line address RA the transfer directions flag stood, and generates the coincidence

signal j, and the coincidence signal j and the synchronizing circuit 134 which generates the latch pulse

LP to the intermittent-control-action initiation control signal ST (bar): Here,, the occurrences within 1

level period (1H) of the latch pulse LP are two shots by adoption of the two-line coincidence selection

drive method mentioned later. The synchronizing circuit 134 consists of inverter 13.4a which reverses

the latch pulse LP, D-typeHlip-flop 134b which generates the coincidence signal which synchronized

with falling of the latch pulse LP, and AND gate 134c which limits the pulse width of the synchronous

coincidence signal to the period of the latch pulse LP, and is made into the intermittent-control-action

initiation control signal ST (bar). In addition, the read-out start address to VRAM12 is beforehand set by

the host MPU 10.

[0018] AND gate 141 to which the high frequency oscillator circuit 140 creates the oscillation control

signal CT from the intermittent-control-action initiation control signal ST (bar) and the intermittent-
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control-action termination control signal CA (bar) mentioned later, Variable frequency CR oscillator 142

of the RF which carries out an intermittent oscillation with the oscillation control signal CT, RF clock fH

obtained with variable frequency CR oscillator 142 of this RF The intermittent-control-action timing

circuit 143 which carries out counting, creates the intermittent-control-action termination control signal

CA (bar), and limits an intermittent-control-action period, The high frequency clock fH It has AND gate

144 which creates the shift clock SCL for shift register storing of an indicative data from the

intermittent-control-action termination control signal CA (bar), variable frequency CR oscillator 142 —
AND gate 142a, Inverters 142b and 142c, and feedback resisters R1 f R2, and R3 And feedback capacitor

C1 from — becoming CR oscillation section and resistance selecting switches SW1, SW2, and SW3 a

time constant is set by the resistance selecting switches SW1, SW2, SW3, and MPU10, and

corresponding to it It has switch selection register 142d which performs the combination of closing

motion. They are the resistance selecting switches SW1, SW2, and SW3 by the this switch selection

register 142d contents. Since the feedback resister (time constant) which contributes to CR oscillation

section by changing the combination of closing motion changes, it is the oscillation frequency fH of CR
oscillation section. It has come to be able to carry out adjustable [ of the value ]. The intermittent-

control-actiori timing circuit 143 is the high frequency clock fH. Inverter 143a which carries out a

reversal buffer, Only the high-lever period of the intermittent-control-action termination control signal

CA (bar) is a high-frequency clock fH. AND gate 143b which makes it pass, High frequency clock fH

from AND gate 143b Preset counter 143c which considers as clocked into through inverter 143e, and is

reset in falling of the intermittent-control-action initiation control signal ST (bar), Number register of

clocks 143d which can set the number of the high-speed clocks SCL (XSCL) required for a transfer of

the indicative data for 1 scan line from MPU10, It has inverter 143f which reverses the carry output CA
of preset counter 143c, and creates the intermittent-control-action termination control signal CA (bar).

[0019] The Direct-Memory-Access (DMA) circuit 150 While reading using the high-speed clock SCL
with the coincidence signal j from the standby circuit 130 and outputting Clock RSK to dedicated-bus

14b The Direct-Memory-Access (DMA) control circuit 151 which sends the flag address signal

concerned and a flag reset signal to the Rhine flag register 132, Read the indicative data of the rewriting

address in VRAM12 through dedicated-bus 14b with the read-out clock RSK, and it incorporates as

data SD. The read-out data SD is changed into the number of bits of a data bus 17, or a format using

the shift clock SCL. It has the data-conversion circuit 152 which transmits the shift clock XSCK equal

to the frequency of obtained indicative-data DATA and Clock SCL to the X driver 250-1 - 250-N
through a data bus 17.

[0020] Next, it explains, referring to drawing 3 about actuation of the module controller 100. Among the

module controllers 100, since it has the frame memory 252-1 - 252-N which store indicative—data

DATA to which the X driver 250-1 - 250-N are transmitted, the low frequency oscillator circuit 110 and

the timing signal generating circuit 120 do not always need to operate, and although it is always

operating, when the indicative data in VRAM12 is changed so that it may mention later, they carry out

the intermittent control action of the RF oscillator circuit 140. The low frequency oscillator circuit 110

is the low frequency clock fL. Carrying out firm output, the counting-down circuit 121 of the timing

signal generating circuit 120 is the low frequency clock fL. Dividing is carried out by the predetermined

division ratio, and the latch pulse LP is generated. Generating the latch pulse LP* twice in 1 level period

(1H), in the monochrome display of 640x480 dots, the frequency is a maximum of 32kHz - about 80kHz.

The perpendicular counter 122 carries out counting of the latch pulse LP, and generates the line

addressi signal RA and the frame start pulse YD, and the frame counter 123 carries out counting of the

frame start pulse YD, and creates the liquid crystal alternating current-ized signal FR. Thus, in this

example, the timing signal (the latch pulse LP, the scan start signal YD, and the liquid crystal alternating

current-ized signal FR) of low frequency required of the LCD module 200 side is created in the timing

signal generating circuit 120.

[0021] In case it indicates by gradation by the time of on the whole MPU10 changing the indicative data
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of VRAM12 at the time of refresh actuation, or the inter-frame length method, when changing partially,

MPU 10 sets a transfer directions flag tp .the applicable address of the Rhine flag register 132 through .a

system bus 14 and an interface 131. On the other hand, since it is updated from the perpendicular

counter 122 whenever the line address signal RA is generating of the latch pulse LP,, if the flag address

and the line address signal RA which stood as for the transfer directions flag are in agreement, the

coincidence signal j will occur from a comparator circuit 133. As this coincidence signal j is inputted into

the synchronizing circuit 134 and, shown in drawing 3 , it synchronizes with falling of the latch pulse LP,

and the intermittent-control-action initiation control signal ST of the period of 1 level period (bar) starts,

if the intermittent-control-action initiation control signal ST (bar), starts — the output of AND gate 141

— the oscillation control signal CT — starting— AND gate 142a of the first rank of CR oscillation

section — since an input serves as a high level on the other hand,— CR oscillation section —
resistance selecting-switch SW1 -SW1 the high frequency according to the feedback time constant

specified in closing motion combination — oscillation clock fH It begins to generate. Oscillation clock fH

It is outputted to preset counter 143c as a clock SCL from AND gate 144 with supply **** through

inverter 143a, AND gate 143b, and inverter 134e. This clock SCL is a high frequency clock, and is used

for the read in of the indicative data of the DMA circuit 150, and a transfer. If counted value reaches the

number of clocks specified by number register of clocks 143d, the carry output CA of a high level will be

taken out, and although preset counter 143c is reset in falling of the intermittent-control-action

initiation control signal ST, (bar) and the carry output CA is set to a low, as the reversal . signal slack

intermittent-control-action termination control signal CA (bar) shows drawing 3 , it will fall.
(
If the

intermittent-control-action termination control signal CA (bar) falls, the oscillation control signal CT will

fall and, thereby,-oscillation actuation of variable frequency CR oscillator 142 will-be stopped. Thus,

variable frequency CR oscillator 142 is the high-frequency clock fH of the number of clocks required for

a transfer of the indicative data for 1 scan line as which only the period when the starting point and a

terminal point were limited with the intermittent-control-action initiation control signal ST (bar) and the

intermittent-control-action termination control signal CA (bar) carries out oscillation actuation

intermittently, and is specified by number register of clocks 143d. It generates. By this, when there is no

modification of an indicative data, unnecessary oscillation actuation of variable frequency CR oscillator

142 can be canceled, and it will contribute to reduction of power consumption.

[0022] On the other hand, in the DMA circuit 150, if the coincidence signal j is outputted from the

comparator circuit 133 of the standby circuit 130, the DMA control circuit 151 will be read using the

high-speed clock SCL, and will olitput Clock RSK to dedicated-rbus 14b. It reads, ais the indicative data

(new data) of the rewriting address in VRAM12 shows by this drawing 3 , and it is incorporated as data

SD in the data-conversion circuit 152. It was incorporated and reads, and Data SD are. changed jnto the

number of bits of a data bus 17, or a format, and the shift clock XSCK equal to the frequency of

indicative-data DATA and Clock SCK is transmitted to the X driver 250-1 - 250-N through a data bus

17. Moreover, the DMA control circuit 151 sends the flag address signal concerned and a flag reset

signal to the Rhine flag register 132. The transfer directions flag in the flag address of the indicative

data which was incorporated and was transmitted to the data-conversion circuit 152 by this is pushed

down. And if the following-line address signal RA occurs, with the following high-speed clock SCK,. the

above-mentioned actuation will be repeated and a transfer of indicative-data DATA for- 2 scan lines will

be completed in 1 level period. If indicative-data DATA for 1 scan line is transmitted, since the. reversal

signal CA of a carry signal (bar) will serve as a low, transfer operation is stopped temporarily; However, a

display is not affected even if it controls actuation and a halt of the shift clock XSCL for every scan line,

since a frame memory 252-1 - 252-N store transfer data in the X driver 250-1 - 250-N.

[0023] Thus, only when there is modification of the indicative data of VRAM12, the indicative data for

every scan line can be made to transmit to a frame memory 252-1 - 252-N by having built the module

controller 110 to which a frame memory 252-1 - 252-N are made to build in the X driver 250-1 - 250-N,

and the intermittent control action of the high frequency oscillator circuit 140 is carried out. For this
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reason, since regular actuation of the high frequency oscillator circuit 140 is lost, if there is no

modification of an indicative data, it will become reducible [ large power consumption ]. Moreover, such

intermittent control can respond, when already performing the gradation display of a well-known inter-

frame length method, or also when performing little display of the animation display area to a screen, and

its compatibility with a display system is also conventionally good. In addition, although the RF oscillator

circuit 140 of the above-mentioned module controller 100 is constituted using variable frequency CR
oscillator 142, the phase lock loop (PLL) which generates a high-frequency clock not only synchronizing

with this but synchronizing with the latch pulse LP can be used for it. In this case, a high-frequency

clock is taken out from the output of the voltage controlled oscillator of a phase lock loop. Furthermore,

without making it build in the module controller 100, the high frequency oscillator circuit 140 can be

constituted also so that it may be supplied from the external source of a high-frequency clock. Or if the

module controller 100 is constituted on the same semiconductor integrated circuit as the hosts [ VRAM
/ MPU and / 12 ] 10, it can reduce connection wiring.

[0024] [Explanation of two or more line coincidence selection drive approach] Next, although it moves to

the configuration of the X driver (signal-electrode drive circuit) 250, and the explanation about actuation

The simple matrix liquid crystal display of this example is not the liquid crystal device drive approach by

the conventional electrical-potential-difference equalizing method. Two or more so-called line

coincidence selection which chooses two or more scan electrode as coincidence (Multiple Lines

Selection) Since it is a thing based on the amelioration technique of the drive approach, The principle of

two or more line coincidence selection which this invention makes the radical is first explained in order

to make an understanding of configurations, such as X driver, easy.

[0025] The multiplexer drive approach by the electrical-potential-difference equalizing method When

driving the liquid crystal device of a passive-matrix mold as shown in drawing 4 etc., generally they are

the scan electrodes Y1 and Y2. — Yn While one line makes sequential selection at a time and

impressing a scan electrical potential difference Each pixel on the scan electrode chosen is each signal

electrodes X1 and X2 about the ON or signal-electrode [ be / off] wave according to it. — Xm A liquid

crystal device etc. is driven by impressing. The voltage waveform which drawing 5 shows an example of

an applied-voltage wave at that time, and impresses this drawing (a) and (b) to the scan electrodes Y1

and Y2, respectively, and this drawing (c) are a signal electrode X1. The voltage waveform and this

drawing (d) to impress are the scan electrode Y1. Signal electrode XI The synthetic voltage waveform

impressed to the crossing pixel is shown.

[0026] By the way, by the approach of one line making sequential selection at a time, and driving a scan

electrode as mentioned above, driver voltage is comparatively high. Moreover, in an ON state, as shown

in drawing 6 , while mist and a high electrical potential difference are built in an OFF state, since

attenuation of an electrical potential difference is large, contrast is bad. Furthermore, when frame

gradation is performed, there is fault, like a flicker is large.

[0027] Then, two or more so-called line coincidence selection which packs two or more scan electrodes

of a book one by one, chooses as coincidence, and is driven in order to improve contrast and to control

a flicker (Multiple Lines Selection) The drive approach is proposed (for example, 80 to A
GENERALIZDADDERESSING TECHNIQUE FORRMS RESPONDING MATRIX LCDS.1988

INTERNATIONALDISPLAY RESERCH COMFERENCE P85 reference).

[0028] Drawing 7 shows an example of an applied-voltage wave in the case of driving a liquid crystal

device by two or more above-mentioned line coincidence selection drive approach. This example is

three scan electrodes Y1, Y2, and Y3 to the beginning, when performing a pixel display as chosen three

scan electrodes at a time as coincidence one by one, driven them and shown in drawing 4 . Coincidence

selection is made and it is those scan electrodes Y1, Y2, and Y3. A scan electrical potential difference

as shown, for example in (a) of drawing 7 , respectively is impressed.

[0029] subsequently, drawing 4 — setting— scan electrodes Y4, Y5, and Y6 choosing — those scan

electrodes Y4, Y5, and Y6 for example, the thing which impresses the scan electrical-potential-
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difference pattern of drawing 7 as shown in (b) — it is — such coincidence selection — all scan

electrodes Y1 and Y2 —Yn ******** — it carries out one by one. Furthermore, with the following frame,

potential is reversed and the alternating current-ized drive of liquid crystal is performed.

[0030] Although 1 scan electrode was chosen once as the one-frame period by the conventional

electrical-potential-difference equalizing method, in two or more line coincidence selection, carry out

equal distribution of the selection period into one frame in time, and can come, simultaneously it

chooses by making a scan electrode into the group (block) of a specific number, maintaining the normal

orthogonality of the scan selection approach, and distributes spatially. Here, "normal" means that all

scan electrical potential differences have the same effective voltage value (amplitude value) in frame

period. Moreover, "a rectangular cross" means being set to 0 in frame period, when the voltage swing

given to a certain scan electrode carries out the sum of products of the voltage swing given to the scan

electrode of other arbitration for every selection period. This normal orthogonality is a major premise for

carrying out independently on-off control of each pixel in the passive-matrix mold LCD. For example, at

the example of drawing 7 , it is V1 at the time of selection, [t is levef "1"-V1 Determinant F3 for one

frame when setting level to "-1" A non-selection period is [0031] when it omits and writes, since it is 0.

[Equation 1]

r i l—ii
F, - 1-1 1 1 = (f ii) - ( 1 )

-1 1 1 1 J

[0032] It comes out. For example, the orthogonality of the 1st line (Y1) and the 2nd line (Y2) is [0033].

[Equation 2]

Z I.jXfu - + = 0 -(2)
j-

1

[0034] It is verified. Since it becomes mathematical contents about an orthogonality, detailed

explanation is omitted, but since a low-frequency component causes a flicker when driving liquid crystal,

when making h coincidence selection, it is necessary to choose the necessary minimum matrix at which

an orthogonality is maintained. The number of the need minimum distribution selections in one frame

which is equivalent to the number of trains of the above-mentioned determinant (1) when making h

coincidence selection generally is 2n - 1 < h<=2n, when making n into the natural number. It becomes

the value of Zn to satisfy. For example, the number of distributed selections of the need' minimum in 3

coincidence selection shown in drawing 8 is set to 4. Moreover, h= 2n At the time, 1 selection-period

deltat is equal to 1 selection time amount (1H) in the electrical-potential-difference equalizing method.

[0035] On the other hand, a signal side Vbltage waveform is decided according to ah: indicative data in

one level out of the discrete voitage level of the number of level (h+1). By the electrical-pbtehtial-

difference equalizing method, as shown in drawing 5 , since the signal-electrode (line) wave supported 1

to 1 to an one-line selection wave, it was what outputs one level from from between two voltage levels

ON or corresponding to whether to be off. In h coincidence selection as shown in drawing 1 \ it is

necessary to output an equivalent on-off voltage level to the line selection wave which became h group.

This equivalent on-off voltage level is decided with the number C of inequalities of a signal-electrode

side data pattern (S1j, S^j, —, Shj) and the train pattern (scan electrode selection pattern) of a top

Noriyuki train type, when an ON indicative data is set to "1" and it sets an off indicative data to "0."

[0036]

[Equation 3]

c = i ( r i.esi.) - (3

}

[0037] However, the place whose fil is
"1" by (1) formula is treated as "0" by the formula (3).

[0038] Here, C value takes the value from 0 to h. Since it is h= 1 in the case of the electrical-potential-

difference equalizing method, C value is 0 to 1. Considering the case of a train pattern (1, 1 ( 1), in the

example of drawing 7 , a signal-electrode side data pattern and X driver output potential become as it is

shown in Table 1.

[0039]

[Table 1]



c-o

.

(1,1,1) 1 - V a

C I ,tO, 1,0 0,0,1) (1.1.0) S - v,

(1,0,0) (0.1,0) (0.0.1) ' 3 v,

C- 3 (0,0. 0) 1 v,

[0040] The number of data patterns to each number of inequalities shown in Table 1 is the same to

every train. Therefore, if the train pattern was decided, from the number of inequalities, or a signal-

electrode data pattern, the output potential of X driver can decode direct X driver output potential, and

can be decided. Specifically, it becomes the signal-electrode voltage waveform shown in drawing 7 (c).

Signal electrode X1 in drawing 4 Scan electrodes Y1, Y2, and Y3 The displays of a crossover pixel are 1

(ON), 1, and 0 (OFF) in order, and the potential values of the scan electrode in the first deltat to this are

1 (V1), 1, and 0 (-V1) in order, therefore — since the number of inequalities is 0 — signal electrode X1

the output potential in the first deltat — Table 1 to -V3 it is . The output potential wave of a signal

electrode is impressed to each pixel like the following. In addition, (d) of drawing 7 is the scan electrode

Y1. Signal electrode X1 The voltage waveform Y1 impressed to the crossing pixel, i.e., a scan electrode,

The voltage waveform and signal electrode X1 which are impressed It is a synthetic wave with the

voltage waveform impressed.

[0041] As mentioned above, the technique of choosing the scan electrode of a book as coincidence and

driving them one by one, has the advantage which can stop low the driver voltage by the side of X driver,

after realizing the same ON/OFF ratio as the approach of the former of every one line shown in drawing

5 choosing, and driving. [ two or more ] For example, in 2.1V and duty ratio 1/240, the maximum driver

voltage amplitude of X driver is about 8V about the threshold VTH of liquid crystal. It leads to this not

constituting X driver as a high proof-pressure integrated circuit, being able to open the way of applying

a semi-conductor manufacture process more detailed than a conventional method as it is, and being

able to increase economically the number of bits with an X driver built-in [ RAM ].

[0042] these people — two or more above-mentioned line coincidence selection drive approach —
Japanese Patent Application No. No. 143482 [ four to ] — with, it has already indicated. By this equal

distributed two or more Rhine coincidence, selection drive approach, it has the description in a matrix

mold display to have prepared the drive circuit which chooses two or more scan electrodes of a book as

coincidence one by one, and divides that selection period into multiple times in one frame, and

impresses an electrical potential difference. Name|y, selection is not made once (collecting period of

hdeltat) into one frame. Since a multiple-times electrical potential difference will.be impressed to a

certain pixel in one frame by driving so that the selection period may be divided into multiple times in

one frame and an electrical potential difference may be impressed It becomes significant to the use of

the liquid crystal panel of high-speed responsibility with especially little accumulation response

effectiveness which brightness is maintained and can control the fall of contrast.

[0043] About this thing, as shown in drawing 8 , a non-selection period (period after a certain scan

electrode is chosen until it is chosen as a degree) becomes short, and as for an ON state, more brightly,

an OFF state becomes darker and can raise contrast so that clearly also from the comparison with

drawing 6 in the conventional example. Moreover, a flicker can also be decreased. Thus, two or more

improved line coincidence selection drive approach is put in block, and it outputs them dispersedly

rather than.outputs two or more pulse patterns of a scan electrode. In addition, the sequence of giving

off the selection pulse of each selection period in this example is arbitrary, and can be suitably replaced

in one frame. Moreover, although four train patterns were divided into 4 times per every ** in this

example, it can also output in step plurality, for example, every 2 times [ 2 ].

[0044] Here, the talk will be returned to explanation of a driver, without going too far into explanation of

two or more line coincidence selection drive approach. However, as mentioned above, the liquid crystal

display of this example has adopted the equal distributed two or more Rhine coincidence selection drive

approach, and though a driver is frame memory built-in, since it is controlled by the module controller

100, in the following explanation, a driver should understand that it must be a **** configuration at both
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request..;' y- \-..'r 1 ;

•

[0045] [Explanatiorvbf a scari.electrpdei drive circuit (X driver)], Here, in,twq
;
or mprejine coincidence

selection drive approach ofiscdriyer-: explained below? the
:
oumber. of the scan electrodes kept; to r r

coincidence selection is made into the minimum number (2:[ i.e., ]) (h= 2), in order to understand the

function of the circuit section easily. Therefore, as shown in drawing 9 , only the number of 21 = 2 has

the train pattern of a scan electrode wave.- Moreover, it is made to be impressed by
:
two scan electrodes

which continued two different. electrical-potential-difference pulse patterns, and one frame is

constituted by the 2-fields (two vertical scannings)..When- the total of a scan .electrode, is. made into 120,

the number of the blocks of two. scan electrodes by which ;coincidence. selection is made .is,@Q.^nd,

after two kinds of pulse patterns arejmpressed first, .by the time tyyo kinds of pulse patterns from which

a degree differs are impressed to a certain block (60-1), there. vyill be. a non-selection period of

.

deltat=59deltat. One frame is completed by 120deltat. However,; deltat is one selection period (t levels

period). i -i -

[0046] • The Y driver;220 isa semiconductor, integrated circuit which has the code generating section 221

which creates the, train pattern for.every field, based on the frame .^start pulse YD, a ,latch pulse, etc., as

shown in drawing 10 rscan, electrode; Y1- ~Yn of this, example applied
;
voltage^— ,a selection period

>

setting.— VI 1 Or -V1 it is — selection-control information [ as opposed to / in a non-selection peripd,

are 0V, are that of a total of three level ****, and / the electrical-pptentiahdifference selector 222 ]
—

each — scan electrode Y1 -Yn every,j-H- 2-bits Jskrequired.vfon th|sjrea?pn,: the.^ode/generating^s.eclti.on

221 for two or more . line* coincidence.selection -- the field tt. counting— , 2—bit voltage,.selection codes

DO and: D1. corresponding to the selection train pattern of^the, 1st. fie Id after initializing a. counter (not,

shown) and the 1st and 2nd shift registers 1 223*224 by the frame start pulse, YQ It transmits to the 1st

shift register 223 and/the 2ndishift:register 224 for serial/parallel. conversion,The 1st shift register 223

, and the>2nd shift>registeK224 are .120 bit^rshift registers. cprres;ponding to the,number of a^scan : ,

electrode, respectively/ and the 2nd; shift register 224 is [ the-1st shift register* 223 ] the voltage

- selection code:D1 of a high order bit about the voltagei; selection cqde^DO.ofaJower bit>It stores with

'the. respectively same shift;dock CK. The shift clock CK isnwhat carried out 1 /; 2 .dividing pf the latch

pulse LP; and is* generated by. the timing. generation circuit (not shown);of,the code, generating (Section

221. The code generating section. 221 generates the code corresponding <to a non-choosing, pattern in

the periodJfrom 2 clock eye of a latch pulse to the 1st field termination, Since there is not £t 240-bit

-single shift register to theshiftvclock CK but/the ,1 20-bit,shift register: 223,224 ofjuxtaposition is formed

to the. shift clock CK, a shift register pari be: operated on a low.frequenpy by,the latch pulse-LP, and,

Iow-pbw^r actuation is very possible for it. •

,* -v; -. ^n- ,p..t<: hv. -l- :>rso! .mv* i'» ;

[0047] Voltage Selection cpdes:D0 arid D1 of eachibit of the 1 st shift register 223 and the 2nd shift .'

registe?*224 It ;is*shifted to a contiguity bit ignited by generating of the shift clock CK,
:
and output

maintenance^only of the^selection time amount 1deltat is carried out.-The output of this shift register is

supplied to a level shifter 226, and is changed into high logic amplitude level from that low. logic,. '
t ^

• amplitude levelr Voltage selection [codes DO and. D1 of the; high logic amplitude jevd outputted from a;

level shifter 226 The decoder 227 as the wave formation- section is. supplied with the
:
liquid crystal

alternating current-izedisignal FR by which *the level conversion was. carried out to, coincidence, and a

selection-control signal is generated, closing. motion control ;pf,the electrical-pbtential^difference ,-.

selector 222 isxarried. out by this selection-control signal — each — scan: electrode Y1 ~Yn applied

voltage V --
1, 0, and -VI Either is supplied., ... .H. v; : ; i

'
.

1

r;

[0048] in this example, as shown ;iri drawing r1

0

(b), the cascade connection of,two or more.Y drivers 1
-

the n can be carried: out.— as — the function of the code generating section 221 — the first rank — it

is premised on changing using the' selection terminal MS by the Y driver 1, .the Y driver 2 after the next

step^- n. namely, the first rank :— in the Y driver .1, after initialization by the above-mentioned frame

start pulse YD,^ although it moves to the timing which generates a,voltage, sejection code towards the

two above-mentioned shift registers 223,224/ since the selection terminal MS is a low input, it does not
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move to the timing which generates a voltage selection code automatically after the next step. The Y
driver 2 after the next step - n input the carry signal (FS) of the first rank from a FSI input terminal,

turn a voltage selection code to the two above-mentioned registers 223,224 for the first time, and

generate it. And the time of the carry signal (FS) from the Y driver n of the last stage being outputted is

a time of the 1st field being completed. At this time, from a controller, since the start signal of the 2nd

field does not come, it returns the carry signal (FS) of the Y driver n of the last stage to the FSI

terminal of the Y driver 1 of the first rank, and FS terminal of X driver, and generates the voltage

selection code of the 2nd field to the two above-mentioned shift registers 223,224. Then, it operates

like thie 1st field mentioned above, the 2nd field is ended, and it moves to actuation of the next field (the

1st field). The above function can ease constraint of the number of coincidence selection Rhine and the

number of terminals of Y driver to a controller, and can use the frame start pulse YD of the same

frequency as the case of the conventional electrical-potential-difference equalizing method, and the

latch pulse LP.

[0049] [Explanation of a signal-electrode drive circuit (X driver)] Both two or more X drivers 250-1 and

- 250-N are the semiconductor integrated circuits of the same configuration, and as shown in drawing 1 ,

cascade connection of these is mutually carried out through the chip enable output CEO and the chip

enable input CEL Unlike the conventional RAM built-in driver, neither of the X drivers 250 shared the

system bus 14 linking directly to MPU10, but is only connected with the module controller 100 through

the data bus 17. As shown in drawing 1

1

, X drivers 250 each The chip enable control circuit 251 as an

automatic power save circuit of active and a low, The timing circuit 253 which forms a necessary timing

signal etc. based on the signal mainly supplied from the module controller 100, The data input control

circuit 254 which incorporates indicative-data DATA transmitted from the module controller 100 ignited

by generating of enable signal E, The input register 255 which stores indicative-data DATA for

incorporation 1 scan line one by one whenever the shift clock XSCL falls indicative-data DATA (1 bit, 4

bits, or 8 bits), The write-in register 256 to which carries out the package latch of the indicative-data

DATA for 1 scan line from an input register 255 by falling of the latch pulse LP, and the write time more

than 1 shift clock XSCL is applied and which is written in the memory matrix of a frame memory (SRAM)

252, The line address register 257 which is initialized by the scan start signal YD and makes sequential

selection of the line (word line) of a frame memory 252 at every impression of the write-in control signal

WR or the read-out control signal RD, The signal pulse indexing circuit 258 which deduces the driver

voltage information on the signal electrode which corresponds from, the group pf the indicative data from

a. frame memory 252, and the train pattern of a scan electrode, The level shifter 259 which changes the

signal of the low logic amplitude level from the signal pulse indexing circuit 258 into the signal of high

logic amplitude level, It is an electrical potential difference V2, M (for example, 0), and -V2 by the

voltage selection code signal of the high logic amplitude level outputted from a level shifter 259. Either is

chosen and they are each signal electrodes X1-Xn. It has the electrical-potential-difference selector

260 to impress.

[0050] The circuit part related to the chip enable control circuit 251 and it which perform power save of

a driver chip unit can use the conventional technique. The chip enable control circuit 251 generates an

internal enable signal so that only the chip which is chip enable may incorporate the shift clock XSCL
and indicative-data DATA in a driver, and it controls actuation/halt of a timing circuit 253 and the data

input control circuit 254. This control is repeated for every period of the latch pulse LP. That is, by the

input of the latch pulse LP, while any driver chip with which the cascade of the interior of the chip

enable control circuit 251 was carried out will be in a standby condition from a power save condition, the

enabling output CEO is set to a high level. Here, it is determined according to the condition of the

enabling input terminal CEI which driver chip to be enabling or whether to maintain a power save

condition. That is, in the example of drawing 1 , since the chip enable input CEI of the X driver 250-1 of

the first rank is grounded (active), immediately, internal enable signal E will be in an active state, and

incorporates the shift clock XSCL and indicative-data DATA inside. When the chip enable control circuit
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251 takes the indicative data for the number of bits of an input register 255 and inputs the shift clock

for several shift clock minutes required for **, it makes the enabling output CEO a low from a high level.

By this, the enable input CEI of the next step X driver 250-2 by which cascade connection was carried

out serves as a low, and internal enabling [ of a next step driver / E ] becomes active immediately, the

first rank of the above-mentioned [ the actuation after this ] — it is the same as actuation of a driver.

Like the following, the chip enable input CEI of the X driver 250-3 after the 3rd step - 250-N serves as

a low one by one, and the indicative data to the predetermined input register 255 is incorporated.

Therefore, even if it carries out cascade connection of the X driver of N individual, since X driver which

carries out incorporation actuation of an indicative data is always restricted to one piece, it can stop

low the power consumption concerning incorporation actuation of an indicative data.

[0051] Like drawing 1

2

which omits a part of detail of the configuration of a timing circuit 253, and is

shown AND gate 253a for incorporating the above-mentioned shift clock XSCL inside by the response

of enable signal E, AND gate 253c which generates the preparation pulse of two shots for precharge in

the period of 1 latch pulse based on the reversal pulse for which the latch pulse LP incorporated inside

through NAND gate 253b by the response of enable signal E and the write-in control signal WR were
,

delayed, The 1st one-shot multivibrator 253-1 which carries out a trigger to the standup of the output

pulse of this AND gate 253c, and generates the precharge control signal PC of predetermined pulse

width (precharge control signal generating circuit), Cascade connection is carried out to this. The 2nd

one-shot multivibrator 253-2 which carries out a trigger to the standup of the reversal pulse for which

the precharge control signal PC was delayed, and the reversal pulse of the latch pulse LP, and

generates the write-in control signal WR of predetermined pulse width (write-in control signal generating

circuit), Cascade connection is carried out to this. The 3rd one-shot multivibrator 253-3. which, carries

out a trigger to the standup of a reversal pulse by which the reversal pulse and the write-in control

signal WR with which the precharge control signal PC was delayed were delayed, and generates the

read-out control signal RD of predetermined pulse width (read-out control signal generating circuit), The

shift clock detector 253-4 which is reset with the opposition clock through inverter 253d of the shift

clock XSCL, and detects Iriki of the shift clock XSCL, It has AND gate 253-5 for write inhibits which

passes and intercepts the write-in control signal WR from the 2nd one-shot multivibrator 253-2 by the

shift clock detecting signal WE from the shift clock detector 253-4.

[0052] The 1st one-shot multivibrator 253-1 It is a node N1 by falling of the output of AND gate 253c.

The flip-flop which consists of NAND gates 253e and 253f set to a high level, Node N1 253g of NAND

gates, and inverter 253h which creates /the precharge control signal PC of a high level when it is a high

level, Delay circuit 253i which foresees the equivalent apparent signal delay in the circuit in a frame

memory 252, is made, and is delayed in the precharge control signal PC, It has inverter 253j which

reverses the precharge control signal PC and is added to the reset input of 253f of NAND gates. When

the input of the set input terminal of NAND gate 253e falls in the 1st one-shot multivibrator 253-1, it is

a node N1. When the time delay which the precharge control signal PC starts when it is set to a high

level and the output of AND-gate 253c becomes subsequently to a high level, and is decided by delay

circuit 253i after an appropriate time passes, the reset input of 253f of NAND gates falls, and it is a

node N1. Since it is set to a low, the precharge control signal PC falls. Since the standup of the output

of AND gate 253c is generated at the time of the standup of the latch pulse LP,-and the standup of the

delay signal of the write-in control signal WR mentioned later, the pulse of the precharge control signal

PC is generated twice within the period of 1 latch pulse.

[0053] Since the 2nd and 3rd one-shot multivibrators 253-2,253-3 also have the almost same circuitry

as the 1st one-shot multivibrator 253-1, the same reference mark has shown to the part of the same

configuration at drawing 12 . The 2nd one-shot multivibrator 253-2 is the delay reversal signal of the

precharge control signal PC, the reversal signal of the latch pulse LP, and the node N2 of
.
NAND gate

253e. It has delay circuit 253k which foresees the equivalent apparent signal delay in the circuit in 253g

[ of NAND gates ]
' considered as three inputs, and a frame memory 252, is made, and is delayed in the
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write-in control signal WR. Node N2 of NAND gate 253e When the time delay which the write-in control

signal WR starts since the output of 253g [ of NAND gates ]
* falls by falling (standup of the beginning of

the delay reversal signal of the precharge control signal PC) of the beginning of the precharge control

signal PC, although set to a high level in falling of the reversal signal of the latch pulse LP, and is

decided by delay circuit 253k after an appropriate time passes, the reset input of 253f of NAND gates

falls, and it is a node N2. Since it is set to a low, the write-in control signal WR falls. Then, although the

delay reversal signal of the precharge signal PC of the 2nd shot starts, it is a node N2. Since it is not

yet set to a high level by falling of the latch pulse LP, the output of 253g [ of NAND gates ]
' is still a

high level, and the pulse of the write-in control signal WR is [ that one pulse output is only carried out

by falling of the first precharge control signal, and ] in the period of 1 latch pulse. The 3rd one-shot

multivibrator 253-3 is the node N3 of the delay reversal signal of the precharge control signal PC, the

delay reversal signal of the write-in control signal WR, and NAND gate 253e. [t has 253m of dday

circuits which foresee the equivalent apparent signal delay in the circuit in a frame memory 252 with

253g [ of NAND gates ]
' considered as three inputs, are made, and are delayed in the read-out control

signal RD. node N3 of NAND gate 253e Since it is set to a high level in falling (standup of the write-in

control signal WR) of the delay reversal signal of the write-in control signal WR generated after falling

(standup of the beginning of the delay reversal signal of the precharge control signal PC) of the

beginning of the precharge control signal PC the output of 253g [ of NAND gates ]
' falls by falling

(standup of the beginning of the delay reversal signal of the precharge signal PC) of the beginning of the

precharge control signal PC of the 2nd shot, and thie read-out control signal RD starts — things — **

When the time delay decided after an appropriate time at 253m of delay circuits passes, the reset input

of 253f of NAND gates falls, and it is a node N3. Since it is set to a low, the read-out control signal RD
falls. The read-out control signal RD is [ that one pulse output of predetermined pulse width is only

carried out by falling of the precharge control signal PC of the 2nd shot, and ] in the period of 1 latch

pulse.

[0054] While the shift clock detector 253-4 sets the opposition clock of the shift clock XSCL to reset

input R (bar) 253s of D type flip—flops which memorize touch-down potential (low) as a data reversal

input D (bar) in the standup of the reversal clock of the latch pulse LP, It has 253t of D type flipHlops

which memorize the reversal output Q of 253s of D type flip-flops (bar) as a data reversal input D (bar)

in the standup of the reversal clock of the latch pulse LP. Although 253s of D type flip-flops is first

reset by the pulse of the first shift clock XSCL and the Q (bar) output serves as a high level if there is

Iriki of the shift clock XSCL Since touch-down potential is memorized as a data reversal input D (bar)

by falling of the latch pulse LP by 253s of D type flip-flops, while the Q (bar) output changes to a low

since 253t of D type flip-flops memorizes the data reversal input D of a high level (bar) — the Q (bar) -

- an output — the shift clock detecting signal WE serves as a high level. Iriki of the shift clock XSCL of

the 2nd shot, then 253s of D type flip-flops are reset, and the Q (bar) output returns to a high level.

Thus, since the shift clock detecting signal WE from 253t of D type flipHlops is a high level as long as

Iriki of the shift clock XSCL continues, AND gate 253-5 is still switch-on, and the write-in control signal

WR from the 2nd one-shot multivibrator 253-2 continues being outputted to a frame memory etc. On

the other hand, if the latch pulse LP carries out Iriki with the condition that Iriki of the shift clock XSCL
stopped and Q (bar) output of 253s of D type flip-flops was set as the low by the pulse of the last shift

clock XSCL, since the shift clock detecting signal WE from 253t of D type flip-flops will be set to a low,

a logic gate 253-5 closes and passage of the write-in control signal WR is forbidden.

[0055] Next, the circuitry which paid its attention to 250m of m bit circuit sections per one signal

electrode (one output Xm) to the circumference circuit in the X driver 250, the signal pulse indexing

circuit 258 from a frame memory 252, a level shifter 259, and the electrical-potential-difference selector

260 is explained, referring to drawing 13 . odd number word line W2M in the memory matrix of a frame

memory 252, and even number word line Wi a bit line BLm and an intersection with BLm (bar) —
memory cell C2M, and m and C2 — i and m it is — pixel P2M, and m and P2 — i and m The
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corresponding indicative data (on-off information) is stored. If the latch pulse LP occurs, since the

precharge signal PC, the writerin control signal WR, or the read-out control signal RD will be generated

from a timing circuit 253, in sequential assignment of the line address register 257, odd number word line

W2i-1 is chosen by the line address decoder in a frame memory 252, and writing about memory cell C2i-

1 and m or read-out is performed by the impression to a frame memory 252. Moreover, if the following

latch pulse LP occurs, it is the even number word line Wi. It is chosen and writing about memory cell C2i

and m or read-out is performed. In addition, in read-out actuation, 252m of sense circuits is activity-

ized by the read-out control signal RD, and an indicative data is outputted from a memory cell.

[0056] In the X driver 250 of this example, it is necessary to determine signal-electrode potential from

the indicative data covering every 1 level period two lines, and the train pattern of a scan electrode for

the sake of the convenience which has adopted a two-line coincidence selection drive method which

was mentioned above. Parity Rhine discrimination decision circuit (Rhine sequence discrimination

decision circuit in coincidence selection Rhine) 250a is prepared in the circumference circuit. This parity

Rhine discrimination decision circuit 250a D-type-flip-flop 250aa which it is reset by the opposition

pulse through inverter 250b of the frame start pulse YD, and the contents of storage reverse for every

Iriki of the read-out control signal RD, the object for odd-line detection which considers the Q (bar)

output and latch pulse LP as two inputs — the object for even-line detection which considers NAND
gate 250ab, Q output of D-type-flip-flop 250aa, and the latch pulse LP as two inputs — it consists of

NAND gate 250ac(s). If the odd-numbered latch pulse LP starts, the output LP 1 of NAND gate 250ab

will fall, and an output LP 1 will start by falling of this odd-numbered latch pulse LP. Moreover, if the

even-numbered latch pulse LP starts, the output LP 2 of NAND gate 250ac will fall, and an output LP 2

will start by the standup of this even-numbered latch pulse LP. Therefore, outputs LP1 and LP2 will be

outputted by turns. Parity Rhine discrimination decision circuit 250a creates the latch pulses LP1 and

LP2 for every parity Rhine from the latch pulse LP created in the module controller 100 grade.

[0057] In this example, since it is the equal distributed coincidence selection drive method of two lines

as mentioned above, only the number of 21 =2 has the electrical-potential-difference pulse pattern of a

scan electrode, but since it is made to be impressed by two scan electrodes which continued two

different train patterns, the 2 fields are required to develop the number of patterns. On the other hand,

in order that the alternating current-ized signal FR may be reversed for every frame, when this is also

taken into consideration, all train patterns will be developed in the 4 field. For this reason, field State

circuit 250c which specifies the potential pattern of a scan electrode is prepared in the circumference

circuit. In addition, the assignment information on this potential pattern can be received from the code

generating section 221 by the side of a scan electrode driver, or module conte low 100, without making

it generate within X driver. D-type-flipHlop 250ca which this field State circuit 250c is reset by the

opposition pulse of the frame start pulse YD, and the contents of storage reverse for every Iriki of the

field initiation pulse FS, AND gate 250cb which considers the Q output and the alternating current-ized

signal FR as two inputs, It consists of 250 cds of AND gates which consider the signal through inverter

250cc of Q (bar) output of D-type-flip-flop 250ca, and the alternating current-ized signal FR as two

inputs, and AND gate 250cb and OR-gate 250ce which considers both the outputs of 250 cds as two

inputs. It is incorporated by memory cell C2M and the 258 to 1 m latch circuit whose indicative data

(on-off information) of m is 1 bit of the signal pulse indexing circuit 258 by the latch pulse LP 1

generated at the time of read-out of inverter 250cc of odd lines, and is the exclusive OR gate EX1 for

lower bits of the 258 to 2 m number judging circuit of inequalities. It is supplied. Moreover, the indicative

data (on-off information) of memory cell C2i and m is the exclusive OR gate EX2 for high order bits of

the 258 to 2 m number judging circuit of direct inequalities by the latch pulse LP 2 of even lines

generated following on this. It is supplied. Since it is outputted by turns, as for the latch pulse 1 and LPs

2, the latch circuit 258-1 and the latch period of 258-3 have an overlap period mutually, and the

indicative data (ON-ON, turning-on-and-off, and OFF-ON, OFF-OFF) of both memory cells is supplied

to the 258 to 2 m number judging circuit of inequalities instantaneous. Moreover, since the information
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equivalent to the train pattern of the two above-mentioned scan electrodes is also supplied to the 258

to 2 m number judging circuit of inequalities, the 258 to 2 m number judging circuit of inequalities

detects the digit inequality of the 2-bit information on an indicative data, and the 2-bit information on a

scan electrode. Since it is a 2-bit output in 2 coincidence selection, the output of the 258 to 2 m
number judging circuit of inequalities can be treated as the number of inequalities coded as it was. The

number of inequalities in this example which can be taken is 0, 1, or 2. The 2-bit information acquired in

the 258 to 2 m number judging circuit of inequalities is incorporated by the 258 to 3 m latch circuit, and

the number signal of inequalities is changed into the signal of high logic amplitude level by level-shifter

259m. And electrical-potential-difference selector 260m decoder 260a is the potential of a signal

electrode by decoding the number signal of inequalities and making either of the transistors of selecting-

switch 260b open and close. - It is V2 t 0, and V2. Either will be chosen. In addition, at this example, it is

at the time with zero inequality. - It is V2 at the time of 0 and two inequalities at the time of V2 and one

inequality. It is chosen. The equal distributed coincidence selection drive of two lines is attained by the

configuration of such an X driver. Moreover, even if it does not judge the number of inequalities, the

circuitry directly decoded from the above-mentioned frame memory output and the output of field

State circuit 259c may be adopted.

[0058] Although it will be that the configuration and actuation of each part of X driver in this example

were understood by the above explanation, the writing and read-out actuation of a frame memory are

explained referring to the timing chart of drawing 14 . The frame start pulse YD as shown in drawing 14

by the timing signal generating circuit 120 of the module controller 100, and the latch pulse LP occur. It

one-frame period (1F) every generates, and the frame start pulse YD generates the latch pulse LP twice

within 1 level period (1H). Here, the latch pulse of N individual occurs within an one-frame period. Within

1 period of the latch pulse LP, indicative-data DATA (WDi) for 1 scan line is transmitted to the X driver

250 with the shift clock XSCL from the module controller 100. Since writing and read-out actuation

when the indicative data of all other scan line eyes is changed except for the indicative data WD3 of the

3rd scan line eye among indicative-data DATAs in VRAM12 in drawing 14 are shown, a transfer of the

indicative data WD3 of the 3rd scan line eye is not newly performed, but the display action of the

indicative data of the 3rd scan line eye is attained by reading the old data in a frame memory 252. The

read-out control signal RD f the shift clock detecting signal WE, and the write-in control signal WR as

shown in drawing 14 by the timing circuit 253 of the X driver 250 are also generated. If a transfer of the

new data WD2 is completed to the X driver 250 by the module controller 100 side, as mentioned above,

a transfer of the shift clock XSCL will also be stopped. The transfer after the new data WD4 and the

oscillation of the shift clock XSCL are performed after that. If a transfer of the shift clock XSCL is

stopped temporarily, as mentioned above, since the module controller 100 enters at the standby period

S, the shift clock detector 253-4 of a timing circuit 253 will detect it, and the shift clock detecting signal

WE will generate it. Only a write-in control signal (W3) is not generated by this. First, if the first latch

pulse (LN) occurs, the indicative data (WD1) of the 1st line will carry out Iriki to the X driver 250 before

generating of the following latch pulse (L1) (inside of 1 period). Although it is incorporated by the write-

in register 256 according to generating of a latch pulse (L1) and is written in the applicable line address

of a frame memory 252 Read-out actuation of the 1st line of the old data is performed for the first latch

pulse (LN) from a frame memory 252 from generating before generating of the following latch pulse (L1).

If the latch pulse LP occurs, after the 1st precharge control signal PC 1 (period C) occurs first, the

write-in control signal WR (period A) will occur. Although it reads after the 2nd precharge control signal

PC 2 (period C) occurs after an appropriate time, and a control signal RD (period B) occurs If there is

no oscillation of the shift clock XSCL, a write mode will not exist but read-out actuation of the 1st line

of the old data will be performed by the read-out control signal R1. In this read-out actuation, the line

address of the 1st line is specified with the line address register 257, the old data of the 1st line are

read from a frame memory 252 by the odd number latch pulse LP 1 by generating of the following latch

pulse (L1), and it is stored in a 258 to 1 m latch circuit, and is the exclusive OR gate EX1 for low order
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digits. It is sent. The new data WD 1? of the 1st line; ; are written in a frame, memory, by that latch
t
pulse

'
:

(L1) aftervthisdatch of,the. oldi.data! of^the;1 st line.:Jhe writing is,ngt perforrned

from an input register 255 by ;ft -shift clock XSCLsfor about?

once by one line over sufficient time^amount; beyond it (several micros,eponds)( herefrom t
the write-in

register 256 as a buffer at the time of 640:dots of "onejine. Therefpre;^Jthpugh *

speed of writing speed is required as jt.becomes.a mass/display, it is desirable/to perform write-in
. ,

,

actuation through the write-in register 256iby the latch pulse.;
:
Read-out vpf(

the pldtdata of the 2nd line

is performed by. the - readrout cohtrol.;signal;R2 after -the writing .of;the3new ;data*Wp
;1.

><^th^;1 st line in

the period ofthe latch pulse,L2;.and it is.the exclusive QR gate EX2,fpr highTorde/.digits/It;^ And

as.the 2-bit information on.thenumber.of. inequalities, obtained; according to. generating of.thejatch
, ;

pulse LP 2 of even lines in the number judging circuit 258-2 of inequalities was latched by the Jatch
;

.

circuit 258-3 and mentioned above, one of signal..levels-, is chosen' by the electrical-potential^d.ifference

selector 260, and the signal-electrode; potential about a part, for ;a part^or 1 l ..scan-line
;
eye.and ^.scan-

line eye is impressed to ajiquid crystal ma^^ : - :t : l ,< ., ; i ;? -
' .^n?f •

[0059] Thus, X'RAIBA 252«of .thist exiample reads with the write rnpcte oyer the sam^ line/address in 1.

latch pulse period/divides the)imode;! andHs,'made-to perform the -writing, of nevy^ data according to
;

.

generating- of thev following latch pulse after read-out of the. old; data. Therefpre,;the, writing.of an-
z

indicative data to.read-out is an one-frame period (IF). >. }
c

i - t ;'>.<r«n c

[0060] This is^needed when .especiallyradbpting,two or niqre .Rhinp coincidence,.selection driyjs ?methods.

It is because the drive- wave ;of theiisignal.electroderwith,which the inequalityvjudging;,circuit 258 serves

as a meaningless display modeJrom the; group of^ data will-be,;,

determined if a part of data of the frame memory which reads the indicative data- whjph, determines the

drive wave of a signal electrode, .and^corresponds in a:peripd haye^changed ^
numbers may be chosen especially as coincidence,uthe writing.^

heeded an one^frame period (IF).iThereforeV what is necessary is not to ask a selection; number but just

to make it read in^an one-frame periodXlF), in order to avoid a display mode.without,the semantics,, >

whichscari consider generating, when scrolling a display. thowever^there ar^few^nMmbers^Qf<cojncidenpe

selection,— coming— it is unnecessary till. an pnerframe period (IF). Within th^e ^peripd; of f1Jatch pulse

LP;: it; reads- to. the same line address, andt write-in actuation/can b$ performed after£he mode. However,

in order to secure sufficient write-in: period also in 'this examplertimingv [such as a. :
situatipn

;
where^a37

write timet will not be enough secured if the writing to 3 a frame(memow p

readrrout mode so that clearly: alsolfrbm it having been; made. tpi carry.: out wjthVth'e rw
• not by the timing of the shift clock XSGL but by the /timing of :the latch> pulse; LR, andl,a set of automatic

power save, **s severely. Since a latch pulse, a shift clock, etc: are' inevitably acceleratediin multiplying

: as compared with the' former^ it:is.especially hard* coming to adopt the; aboye-mentioppd order in. -the'}

vmode by two or more linesselection drive;methods; Furthermore,'^ ;it,becomes a -mass!dispjayr;
it; yvill :

become much more* difficult. Therefore; it is desirable that: read-but mode of, :
t time

:
or multiple times is

performed ^after the write rriodeipvervthe sami^line addressj andrit isnmade^to perform the writing pf: new

'data in;ambrieHrame^ pld ;
data:.

: i>v, m*^ :<

[0061] In the abbve-mentioned:example, since the equal distributedjcpincidence selection driye method

of two lines is adopted and it is, necessary to read the. indicative; data for two-line^Rhine in a^frarnen

memory within 1 1 level period/the division ratio of the-tie^MnGU>signal;generatihg:circu of the^ .

module controller 100 has been set up. sothatrtherlatch pulse 1 LRcpftwo jshots may^occur :
withinr.1 level

period.-Thisis because the number ofthe signal electrode.pf a ;\display: matrix and the number, of the.:

train addresses* of a frame memory are equal and it is premised on the case thatthe number and the

number of line addresses of a scan electrode are equal and of being general, in the cel;,array of the ;^

memory matrix of a frame memory;' However,' as,' shown in drawing-t5/ , when.using JRAM.vof;the>jf; a *:•*

MEMORUSERU array which made<[ theone half(block count) of the s number of a scan electrode ] the

ntimber of line addresses twice the number of the signal electrode of a display matrix forthe number of
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the train addresses of a frame memory, the latch pulse LP generated once can be used within 1 level

period as usual, namely, the memory cells 2i and C 2m and C2i (2i+1) which will be connected with odd

number word line WL2i of a frame memory, for example if it reads according to generating of the latch

pulse LP and becomes the mode, from — the indicative data of the 1st line and the 2nd line is

outputted to coincidence through sense amplifier 252m, and read-out of the indicative data for two lines

requires only the latch pulse LP of one shot. In such circuitry, the 258 to 1 m latch circuit holding the

1st line indicative data for queuing can be removed until the indicative data of the 2nd line as shown in

drawing 13 is outputted, timing adjustment with the 1st latch pulse LP 1 and the 2nd latch pulse LP 2

with the inclination of improvement in the speed does not become delicate, but it contributes to

utilization of two or more coincidence selection drive method by simplification of the circuitry of a driver

eel part.

[0062] However, in the memory configuration of drawing 16 or drawing 15 , the read-out of the speed of

address stepping of the word line of the frame memory to the input of the latch pulse LP becomes quick

from writing. For this reason, as shown in drawing 1

6

, line address register 257' reads with the W
counter 261 for write-in address generation, has the R counter 262 for address generation

independently, switches that output by the multiplexer 263, and gives the output RA of a multiplexer 263

to address decoder 252'd. The W counter 261 for write-in address generation generates the write-in

address using the precharge signal PC and the write-in control signal WRT which are initialized by the

frame start pulse YD and shown by drawing 12 . Moreover, the R counter 262 for read-out address

generation is initialized by the frame start pulse YD, is read with the precharge signal PC shown by

drawing 12 , is read using a control signal RD, and generates the address. By doing in this way, it is 2n.

In this two or more Rhine coincidence selection drive, regardless of the number of coincidence selection

Rhine, an indicative data can be transmitted to X driver from a controller with the period of the same
latch pulse LP as the controller of the conventional method.

[0063] Here, the technique of the above-mentioned two-line coincidence read-out is generalized, and

the whole X driver configuration which reads the indicative data for two or more lines from a frame

memory to coincidence in two or more line coincidence selection drive method is briefly explained with

reference to drawing 16 . The configuration of memory matrix section 252'a of frame memory 252' in

every direction is first set to x(hx2n xD) W. The number n of the scan electrode by which a coincidence

selection drive is carried out in h:two-or-more Rhine coincidence selection drive here: The number of

driver outputs per natural number D:X driver (number of the signal electrode which can be driven)

W: Number (hx2n xD) xW of a word line is equal to the number of the maximum display dots which can

drive one X driver. Incidentally, the frame memory configuration of drawing 1

1

is x (the number of driver

outputs) (the number of display Rhine).

[0064] In drawing 16 . the indicative data stored in the write-in register 256 is written in the memory cell

connected with the word line chosen by address decoder 252'd through write-in circuit 252'b and write-

in selector 252'c according to the write—in control signal WR. Address decoder 252'd decodes the line

address outputted from the line address shift register 257 of drawing 1

1

. In read-out actuation of an

indicative data, according to the read-out control signal RD, the indicative data of a bit (hx2n xD) reads

from memory matrix section 252'a of a frame memory, and is read to selector 252'e. Read-out selector

252'e chooses the data of a bit (hx2n xD) according to the output of address decoder 252'd. Therefore,

read-out selector 252'e becomes unnecessary at the time of n= 0. (hxD) The indicative datas of a bit

are all indicative datas in which a coincidence drive is carried out by X driver at one scan period. The

output of read-out selector 252'e is changed into a digital signal by sense circuit 252'f, and is sent to

decoder (MLS decoder) 258'a for two or more coincidence selection drive of signal pulse indexing circuit

258'. MLS decoder 258'a is reset by the indicative data, the liquid crystal alternating current-ized signal

FR, and the scan start signal YD, counts the carry signal FS from Y driver, and decodes the signal which

chooses driver output potential in response to the output from State counter 258'c which distinguishes

the scan condition in one frame. A synchronization is taken by latch circuit 258'b which uses the latch
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pulse LP as a clock, and the output of MLS decoder 258'a is given to a level shifter 259. According to

such circuitry, also although it is called two or more coincidence selection drive method, read-out of the

indicative data for two or more lines can be managed with 1 time per one scan, and can also realize the

simplification of circuit timing with the reduction effectiveness of power consumption.

[0065] In addition, although especially the case where the equal distributed coincidence selection drive

method of two lines is adopted in this example is explained, also in the case of the drive method chosen

as coincidence, this invention can apply three lines or more two or more lines. Moreover, it is not

necessary to say that this invention is applicable also to the drive method of the electrical-potential-

difference equalizing method partially used from the former. Furthermore, it is applicable not only to a

passive-matrix mold but an MIM drive method etc. In the above-mentioned example, although the frame

memory has give the eel corresponding to 1 to 1 to the pixel of a display object, it has a frame memory

for the part which is related before and after the pixel by which the current drive is carry out among

display object pixels, or two or more screens, and can be going to just apply this invention also about

the method which sends an indicative data to X driver from a module controller intermittently, and the

method using the indicative data compressed to the pixel of a display object. Furthermore, this invention

is widely applicable to the liquid crystal application equipment which used the light valve nature of. matrix

mold displays, such as not only a LCD indicating equipment but a fluorescent indicator tube, a plasma

display, electroluminescence, etc., or liquid crystal.

[0066] ; '
-

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, this invention has the description in the method which

combined the conventional matrix mold display control and the conventional memory built-in signal-

electrode driver for it to have been made to carry out the intermittent control action of the source of an

oscillation of the high frequency clock of a matrix mold display control on the occasion of a transfer of

an indicative data. According to such a matrix mold display control, since a high frequency clock

operates and an indicative data is transmitted to the 2nd storage means only when there is modification

of an indicative data in the 1st storage means, low-power-ization of the whole matrix display equipment

can be attained by the intermittent control action of a high-frequency clock.

[0067] Moreover, since it is what the matrix display control unit MPU stands on agency rather than

performs transfer processing to the 2nd storage means performs, while being able to reduce the

processing burden of the host MPU by the side of the 1st storage means Furthermore, since the

indicative data for every scan line is stored in the 2nd storage means at once by carrying out cascade

connection of the driving gear of a signal electrode, easy-ization of matching of the address can also .be

attained, therefore improvement in the speed of screen modification can be attained. Furthermore, a

mass display can also control the number of connection of a matrix mold display control and a driving

gear by the cascade connection of the driving gear of a signal electrode, and a display with the big rate

of display screen surface ratio can be realized.

[0068] moreover, the timing which divided one scan period without using a high-speed clock in a signal-

electrode driver— the 2nd storage means — allowances — with, it is made to have accessed

[0069] For this reason, since the access timing to the 2nd storage means is eased as compared with the

former, the write-in force can be raised and-izing of the size of the* configuration transistor of the 2nd

storage means can be carried out [ **** ]. It contributes also to the miniaturization of the chip size of a

driver.

[0070] Furthermore, if this invention is applied to two or more line coincidence selection drive approach,

although there are more amounts of data processing which the display per line takes than the

conventional drive approach, since ** which operates the display itself by low frequency is made, rather

than before, with a low power, there are few flickers and ** which realizes the matrix mold liquid crystal

display of high contrast and a high-speed response is made.

[Translation done.]
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NOTICES*
JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings; any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the block diagram showing the whole simple matrix liquid crystal indicating-equipment

configuration concerning the example of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the block diagram showing the detail of the module controller in the simple matrix liquid

crystal indicating equipment concerning this example.

[Drawing 3] It is a timing chart for explaining actuation of the above-mentioned module controller.

[Drawing 4] It is the mimetic diagram showing an example of the on-off mode of the pixel in a simple

matrix liquid crystal display.

[Drawing 5] It is the wave form chart showing the scan electrode wave and signal-electrode wave in the

multiplexer drive method by the electrical-potential-difference equalizing method.

[Drawing 6] It is the wave form chart showing the on-off property of the pixel liquid crystal in the

multiplexer drive method by the electrical-potential-difference equalizing method.

[Drawing 7] It is the wave form chart showing the scan electrode wave ********** wave in the equal

distributed selection drive method of three lines.

[Drawing 8] It is the wave form chart showing the on-off property of the pixel liquid crystal in the equal

distributed selection drive method of three lines shown in drawing 7 .

[Drawing 9] It is the wave form chart showing an example the scan electrode wave-like in the

distributed selection drive method of two lines which this example adopts, and signal-electrode wave-

like. ••. - • .

[Drawing 10] (a) is the block diagram showing the configuration of the scan electrode drive circuit (Y

driver) in the simple matrix liquid crystal indicating equipment concerning this example, and (b) is the

schematics which carried out cascade connection of two or more of the Y drivers.

.

[Drawing 11] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of the signal-electrode drive circuit (X

driver) in the simple matrix liquid crystal indicating equipment concerning this example.

[Drawing 12] It is the circuit diagram showing the detail of the configuration of the timing circuit in this

signal-electrode drive circuit (X driver).

[Drawing 13] It is the circuit diagram showing the circuitry which paid its attention to 250m of m bit

circuit sections per one signal electrode (one output Xm) to the circumference circuit in this signal-

electrode drive circuit, the signal pulse indexing circuit from a frame memory, a level shifter, and an

electrical-potential-difference selector.

[Drawing 14] It is a timing chart for explaining the write-in actuation and read-out actuation in this

signal-electrode drive circuit.

[Drawing 1 5] it can set in this signal-electrode drive circuit — another — hurrah, it is the block diagram

showing the configuration of MUMMEMORI.
[Drawing 1 6] another — hurrah, it is the block diagram showing the configuration of the signal-electrode

drive circuit (X driver) at the time of using MUMMEMORI.
[Description of Notations]
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10 — Host MPU
1 1 — System memory

1 2 — VRAM
13 — Auxiliary storage unit

14a — System bus

14b — Dedicated bus

15 — Touch sensor for an input

1 6 — Touch sensor controller

1 7 — Data bus

100 — Module controller

110 — Low frequency oscillator circuit

1 1 0a — Vibrator

1 20 — Timing signal generating circuit

121 — Counting-down circuit

122 — Perpendicular counter

1 23 — Frame counter

130 — Standby circuit

131 — System bus interface circuitry

132 — Rhine flag register

1 33 — Comparator circuit

134 — Synchronizing circuit

134a — Inverter

134b — D type flip-flop

134c — AND gate

140 — RF oscillator circuit

141 — AND gate

142 — Variable frequency CR oscillator

142a — AND gate

142b, 142c — Inverter

142d — Switch selection register

R1, R2, and R2 — feedback resister

C1 — Feedback capacitor

SW1, SW2, and SW3 — selecting switch

143 — Intermittent-control-action timing circuit

143a — Inverter

143b — AND gate

143c — Preset counter

143e — Inverter

143d — The number register of clocks

143f— Inverter

144 — AND gate

150 — DMA circuit

151 — DMA control circuit

152 — Data-conversion circuit

200 LCD module

220 — Y driver

221 — Code generating section

222 — Electrical-potential-difference selector

223 — The 1st shift register



224 — The 2nd shift register

225 — Latch section

226 — Level shifter

250 — X driver

250a — Parity Rhine discrimination decision circuit

250aa(s) — D type flip-flop

250ab(s), 250ac — NAND gate

250c — Field State circuit

250ca(s) — D type flip-flop

250cb(s), 250 cds — AND gate

250 cc — Inverter

. 250ce(s) — OR gate

251 — Chip enable control circuit

252 — Frame memory

253 — Timing circuit

253-1 — The 1st one-shot multivibrator

253-2 — The 2nd one-shot multivibrator

253-3 — The 3rd one-shot multivibrator

253-4 — Shift clock detector

253-5 — AND gate

253a — AND gate

253b — AND gate

253c — AND gate

253d, 253h, 253j — Inverter

253e, 253f, 253g, 253g — NAND gate

253i t 253k, 253m — Delay circuit

253s, 253t — D type flipHlop

EX1 and EX2 — exclusive OR gate

254 — Data input control circuit

255 — Input register

256 — Write-in register

257 — Line address register

258 Signal pulse indexing circuit

258-1 — Latch circuit

258-2 — The number judging circuit of inequalities

258-3 — Latch circuit

259 — Level shifter

260 — Electrical-potential-difference selector

252'a — Frame memory

252'b — Write-in circuit

252'c — Write-in selector

252'd — Address decoder

252'e — Read-out selector

258' — Signal pulse indexing circuit

258'a—MSL decoder

258'b — Latch circuit

258c — State counter.

[Translation done.]
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